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Students protest
Panthers' pictures
By JOHN FERAK
Campus editor

""

JEFF CULLER/staff photographer

rs of the Omega Psi Phi fraternity and others protested in front of the Panther's Lounge on Tuesday
in respo.nse to the statements the the bar owner, Mike Bicker's made in The Daily Eastern News
ng black people and the display of "racially insensitive" pictures. Almost 60 people were gathered
·· · ·
·
peaceful pro'test.

Members of Omega Psi Phi
fraternity bearing signs and slogans, banded together with other
students in an emotional protest
in front of the Panther's Lounge
Tuesday.
At least 20 students, arrived at
Panther's at approximately 8:15
p.m. on Monday, hoping to deliver a strong message to the owner
of the bar, Mike Bickers, that
minority students would not tolerate the pictures displayed in
Panther's that some have termed
racially insensitive.
Some of the signs marched
carried by the students had messages including "X out Panther's," "Don't support racism,
don't support Panther's" and one
lengthy sign that said "I would
look someone in the eye when
I'm talking-" Bickers. Well here
we are."
The fraternity's vice president
Chris Burney talked about some
of the main reasons the protest of
Panther's was organized.
"By the owner of the bar saying the pictures are for sale, he's
supporting racism," Burney said.
"Where is (Bickers)? We're
here."
When asked for a reaction to
the student protest, a Panther's
employee said the pictures had
been taken down a couple days
ago, yet he would not go out and
address the crowd on that matter.
"If those pictures didn't offend

anyone, we wouldn't be here
tonight," Burney said. "(Bickers)
doesn't understand," he added.
"It wouldn't be okay to display a
picture of a swastika in the bar,
and that would have the same
affect."
Another student mentioned
other reasons members of Omega
Psi Phi fraternity and other students joined in support of the
protesters.
"We're out here trying to get
those racial pictures down," said
Derrick Lane, another fraternity
member.
Other protesters said the sole
reason they came to Panther's
was to let everyone know how
offensive the pictures were.
"(Those pictures) are distasteful, they can't be for sale, they're
bolted in the wall," said Demetrius Lane. "I'm just really upset.
It's all crap. I used to come (to
Panther's), and I agree that the
pictures are offensive. He should
respect our views as patrons."
A loud and enthusiastic crowd
gathered around marching in a
circle chanting "No Sambo. No
Sambo," "Save the Brothers,"
"You ain't got no home, but ya
gotta get the hell out of here,"
"Sambo's gotta go" and "Through rain, hell, sleet and snow,
Sambo's gotta go."
Some students just came out to
the protest to see what was happening. However, most were supportive of the student protesting.
"I'm glad they're out there
• Continued on page 2

G approves Pos.sible Lumpkin accredidation
b renovations receives mixed faculty reaction
By DAVID M. PUTNEY

oors to Eastern's foriegn
e laboratory in Coleman
ight be opened to stuthe beginning of spring
after being locked for a
needed repairs.
xecutive Committee of
ard of Governors apa proposal Tuesday durpecial teleconference
in Springfield approvneccesary renovations
ipment to reopen the
tional lab. According to
pokeswoman Michelle
the committee voted
sly in favor of the pro00,000 project.
reason they needed to
.this now is so that it can
for spring semester,"

man of the foriegn language
department, said Eastern 's Physical Plant crew must go in and
take down the walls, lighting
fixtures and the existing equipment from the existing lab
before renovation can be begin.
The $310,205 estimate will
cover over a about $250,000
worth of new technology for the
laboratory. Among these additions will be 22 Multimedia
IBM Academic System computers, a satellite downlink system,
language learning video and
audio equipment and a computer
video projector.
Breidenbach said that it took
a year for his department to
decide on the equipment because of the nature of audiovisual advances .
"It's been a lengthy road
because every time we came up
with a proposal, we had to

Administration editor

Many Lumpkin College of
Business faculty said the college's chances of accreditation
are good because of intensive
efforts to improve the faculty and
resources in the last 10 years.
However, one Lumpkin professor said several professors
think the college has not done
enough and may fall short of
established standards for accreditation.
"We have made improvements
in the quality of our faculty,
strategic planning, majors and
the courses that make up those
majors." said Wayne Chandler,
an associate professor of management and marketing who has
taught at Lumpkin for nine years.
He added he has seen the the
college improve throughout his
tenure.
Efraim Turban, an Eastern

business professor who has a
lawsuit against the Board of
Governors alleging discrimination pending, said the college has
improved significantly, especially in the last two years.
However, he doesn't think the
Lumpkin administration has
done enough. He said communication between faculty and
administration has improved, but
the administration is not attuned
to the needs of students and faculty.
"We don't have a faculty
coucil," Turban said. "We are
one of the few schools in the
country that doesn't. Our dean is
not evaluated by the faculty. He
is simply afraid to be evaluated."
Turbain said the majority of
professors don't have confidence
in the dean but are afraid to
speak out.
"There is tremendous fear in
this school of the dean," Turbain
said.

He said Ivarie doesn't listen to
input and that weakens the
school.
Lumpkin Dean Ted lvarie said
he has spent several months
meeting with every Lumpkin
professor to discuss problems the
college faces.
"I considered it a very useful
exercise that yielded several hundred suggestions for change and
improvement," Ivarie said.
"Those were categorized and
shared with the deparment
chairs."
Ivarie said he decided to talk
with the professors after the faculty senate took a no-confidence
vote concerning former Eastern
president Stan Rives last spring.
"It was something I did
because I thought it was the right
thing to do," he said. "There
were a lot of issues on people's
minds at that time."
Stephen Hogan, an associate

t Continued page 2
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FROM PAGE ONE
Protestors
•Continued from page one.

protesting. I've seen the pictures
before and I thought they were
bad then," said Mary Ann
Satinsky, a sophomore who came
out to support the students.
Another student, Margaret
Aranowski also visited the scene
of the protest and added her
thoughts concerning the issue.
"It's cool (the students protest).
I can see their point of view,"
Aranowski said. "I've been in
Panther's many times, and those
pictures are nailed to the wall."
Fraternity member Burney
added this protest was not a one
night event. ' ' · ·
'"We'll be' here protesting every

12 TONIGHTATTHIRSTY'S

down," Conway said. "He
(Bickers) doesn't understand the
situation. America's supposed to
be the land of the free and home
of the brave. This is 1992, we
don't want to be viewed and
judged by color of skin."
Another marcher agreed with
Conway's testimony.
"(Bickers) is out there brainwashing the younger people
going there that these pictures are
okay," said Cary Durham, sophomore. "Those pictures are stereotyping us."
Durham proceded to quote one
of the signs that was marched and
held up.
"When you can't respect us,
you can't understand us."

money-making day," Burney
said. "Tuesday's and Thursday's
are Panther's big days for business."
A member of the Hispanic
Student Union also showed up on
the scene, bringing a sign to add
his support to the Omega's
behalf.
"Sambo is used in a negative
way," said Ivan Adames, representative of the HSU. "It's good
to see everyone out here protesting. That's what college is all
about. We won't stand for this
racial insensitivity," Adames said.
Sophomore Duane Conway
talked about his reasons for coming.
"We 're tryin' to get those signs
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GIANT PITCHERS Now Leasing

PARK PLACE
APARTMENTS
(across from the Union on 7th S

BOG
•Continued from page one.

scratch it because the technology had changed so much," he
said.
The Executive Committee
also approved more than
$80,000 for the design and
reconstruction of the laboratory.

The design for the new laboratory will be drawn up by
Rettberg-Gruber Architects of
Champaign. From the bids summ i tted for construction, the
committee recommended Construction Co. of Effingham.
Included in the bid for reconstruction is the demolition of

Beat the Rush and
get an early sQ1rt ~
for next yea~. Afl seie·;~~·: ··
are
Available Now!

existing partitions and the ceiling, the repair of all plaster surfaces, repainting, the installation of a new air conditioning
system and completion of
wiring an.
Funding for this project will
come from the fiscal year 1993
appropriated funds.

•

ment has been lowered from about since it made the decision to seek
400
students to about 200.
accreditation. He said 80 percent
professor of accountancy and
"Class
sizes
are
more
reasonof the faculty is doctorally qualifinance, said since his hiring three
able,
and
we
have
better
use
of
our
fied.
years ago, he has always had
limited resources," lvarie said.
Hogan said the worst problem
access to the Dean's office.
"Our
students
are
among
some
of
facing
Lumpkin is financial, not
"With pressure for accreditation,
the
most
capable
on
campus,
as
administrative.
we are finding the administration
is more likely to listen~ so ·the · measured by class rank ~d ACT . ,, ."MQst of {our proNem.s) a~e
beyond control," he said. "Esadministratio_n and J a_cl!ltY 11like scores."
"We
Jlave
lotS'
of
faculty
who
peeiaU~ butlgerpto~s and its
have been working together to
shouldn't
be
here,
and
the
adminiseffect
on our holdings in the
make the college more accredtrators
don't
listen
to
student
evallibrary.
We have lots of strengths.
itable," he said.
We've got constant improvement
lvarie said great efforts have uations (of teachers)," he added.
lvarie said Lumpkin has been in our faculty. We have a good
been made to reshape the school
to attract high-quality faculty administration."
able
for accreditation. He said enroll-
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CHARLESTON TRAVEL BUREAU
301 W. Lincoln Ave.
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TONIGHT
. OLD STYLE ~ITCHERS $2.75

345-7731

P'"Tu

Additional toppings @
regular chai:ge. · . ·
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S. Padre-180 Air only

$5.95

$7.45 with a Large (16") Pizza
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GRILL HOURS
10 A.M. -1 P.M.
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Call Anytime 348-1479
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'l1ie Cultural 'Diversity Committee proutffy presents
tfie first fecture ef tfie One 9{p.tWti: Many 'Voices 1992-1993 series:

Dr. Mary
F. Berry
Controversial
Civil Rights
Commissioner
Wednesday November 18, 1992
Grand Ballroom, 7pm
- - - _ Free and o ~ t~ th«;,Public - a reception will follow the lecture
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SU suggests Panther's boycott
now and Thanksgiving, there
will be another boycott scheduled after Thanksgiving vacack Student Union execu- tion.
Neumann will present the
ut the recent events con- suggestion to Student Senate at
. g the Panther Lounge, at their meeting on Wednesday.
SU meeting Tuesday night.
Bell reminded members that
U Presidertt, Aaron Bell, President David Jorns sent a letsted to boycott Panther's.
ter to Panther's asking for the
t's (the member's) deci- removal ·of the pictures that
" Bell said. "I don't think some students found offensive.
minority students should
"(Jorns) does want to work
(Mike Bickers, owner of with us," Bell said. "He was
er's) any revenue, due to really upset and offended (by
ist statements."
the pictures in Panther's).
ent Senate Speaker, Luke
Calling for more action to be
ann, also offered his sug- focused on the situation, BSU
n of a boycott at the meet- Parliamentarian Shannon Ford
Neumann suggested, if told members they should get
s does not comply in the 'involved and speak out about
al of the pictures between

Students
interview
candidate

Leadership Conference which
was held last weekend in
Carbondale. Hairston said the
weekend was a success and
advised members to attend next
By MARLO GUETERSLOH year's conference
Staff writer
·
"I received a lot of knowledge (from the speakers at the
An informal meeting Tuesday
conference)," Hairston said. "I afternoon between students and the
will try to get some of the first of four of the associate vice
speakers to come here (to president for academic affairs canEIU)."
didates produced a discussion on
Members were reminded to the problems faced by Eastern stuwork on selling ads to raise dents.
Jerome R. Cain, assistant to the
money for the Miss Black EIU
provost at Illinois State University,
Pageant.
The new BSU directory and a opened the half-hour meeting by
asking students what'their biggest
sign-up sheet to purchase BSU
problems were.
sweatshirts was made available
A key problem addressed by
at the meeting. There will be no . Cain was communic.ation between
BSU meeting next Tuesday.
administration, faculty and the students.
"I think too -often, we talk to students but don't really talk to students," Cain said. "We deal with
them on a day-to-day basis but we
don't really find out what a student
thinks of the institution and what
are the-problems."
If Cain becomes associate vice
president, he said part of his role
would be to help open dialogue
between administration and the faculty and students.
"I think I can bring a knowledge
of higher education in general, from
the academic perspective and more
specifically a knowledge of how
higher education systems in the
state of Illinois works," he said. "I
am familiar with the problems institutions in Illinois go through."
Cain also added communication
is not just the administration's
responsibility. · '
"I think the administration needs
torbe very open about the things
that happen on campus, and it is a
two-way street," he said. "The stufonts and faculty need to talk to
:i.dministrators and tell them what
:hey think and express their opinions."
Cain is interested in becoming
Eastern 's associate vice president
because the position is in many
ways similar to the one he currently
holds at Illinois State. The chance
agwell (left), a"7!arpenter with Eastern's Environmental Control, and fellow carpenter Max Balch replace the stone on the wall of Martin to be a part of a new administrative
King Jr. Oniversity .I.Jnion's walkway Tuesday afternoon. The wall had been knocked down by a Stand/er Construction truck Tuesday team is exciting to him, he added.
'ng. Damage done by the truck was approximately $2,000.
"You have a new administrative
team in many ways;" Cain said,
referring to new Eastern president
David Jorns. "One thing you can
. :-..•
·~ _a success, she thought this year's banquet would Tzortizis, senior psychology major said.
know for sure is that things will
Nancy Walker, junior political science and change. And that's okay."
go off even better.
"Last year the banquet was held uptown and · speech communications major, said she thought
The size of Eastern, the sense of
Haiti Connection and Alpha Phi Omega this year it was held on campus so we will it was great that the students could get involved community and the balance of
a hunger banquet Tuesday which will attract more students," Laschinski said.
in cause this important.
undergraduate and graduate stuthe Charleston food pantry and the mis"I think it is good for students to find out just dents also appeals to Cain.
The first banquet had 75 people in attendance,
hool in Kobonal, Haiti
whereas the banquet held this year had 100 peo- how desperate some countries really are," Kurt
Bobby Smith, Student Senate
Banquet raised $302 was raised during ple.
Goodwin, senior journalism major said.
representative on the. search comuet, which will go toward building of a
Many students were supportive of the cause
Over Christmas break, members of the Haiti mittee, said he is happy Cain is· a
in Kobonal, Haiti. Twenty percent of the of this banquet and felt it was for-a good cause.
Connection will be traveling to Haiti to deliver teacher as well as an administrator.
goods that were collected during the
"I think it is a very good cause, but it is kind food, medical supplies, clothes, toys and other
"He has a background as a teacht will go to the Charleston food pantry.
of funny that we are sitting down to meal when such items. Laschinski is excited about the trip er. and that intrigues me. I like the
ough Beth Laschinski, chair for the the cause is raise awareness of the starvation of and finding out where the profits are going.
aspect that he has dealt a lot with
banquet, thought last year's banquet was the people in different countries," Lenna
students," Smith said.
RISTINE STARR

the situation.
"I don't think that we should
separate ourselves," Ford said.
"(We should) get in touch with
more people, and start contacting the right people, if you have
something to say. I do believe at
this point that people are really
willing to listen to us."
BSU member Cash Boyd said
that removing the pictures will
not change anything.
"Removing the pictures will
not end racism," Boyd said.
"Racism is a frame of mind.
Taking the pictures down will
not stop the racist frame of
mind."
In other business, BSU member, Kary Hairston spoke about
the Southern Illinois University

iti-€ono.~.ction host hunger banquet

ATTED''S
TONIGHT
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"CATHERINE'S HORSE" :
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Songs by: R.E.M., Nirvana,
The Who, The Replacements
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Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the _o pinion of the author.
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Stiffer penalties
the only answer
for guilty bars
My Place Loun~e and Friends and Company
became the fifth and sixth bars caught for liquor
code violations this semester, falling victim to
the second compliance check this year.
The two bars were caught Friday night
admitting and seiving an underage police informant. Charleston ordinance allows students 19
years or older admittance into city drinking
establishments.
It is good to see the city is cracking down on
underage drinking, but will the punishments be
worth the efforts of the Charleston City police?
During the last compliance check in October,
four bars were caught allowing admittance to an
18-year-old informant.
However, when brought before Mayor and
Liquor Commissioner Wayne Lanman, the four
establishments received a $1,000 fine.
While ·this punishment is not only a slap on
the wrist, Lanman's October ruling seemed to
counter the efforts of Police Chief Herb_Steidinger and his attempts to quell the violent outbursts from patrons and the number of high
school and underage college students that frequent the bars.
Bars easily make more than $1,000 on a
weekend. In essence, all Lanman does when
fining the bars $1,000 is dose them down for a
few hours on a Saturday.
Something more effective than the $1,000
fine would be to suspend the bars for three
days. Lanman could choose Thursday, Friday
and Saturday as the days when the bars would
have to dose, eliminating the three busiest days
of the week and really making them pay for
violating the liquor code. Repeat offenders
could be shut down for successive weekends.
Stopping the influx of underage patrons will
only come when the bars really feel the heat
from underage punishments - something that
is currently not happening. When the bars are
forced to crack down, they will develop a reputation for being tough on underage drinkers
and, by habit, the students will stop trying to·
gain entry.
The compliance checks are an excellent idea
by the city. But, if Lanman and the city.are serious about curbing underage drinking, they will
stiffen the penalties for bars that are first time
and repeat offenders of the liquor code.

Waste not want not: a dump dilem
Less than a month after an independent state commission rejected the only proposed site to store
Illinois' nuclear waste in Martinsville, the cost to store that waste
in Barnwell, S. C. just tripled.
Back in the easy and laid-back
economic days of October, $40 a
cubic foot was all anyone needed
to stash away his low-level nudear
waste for a few centuries. Now,
that same cubic foot has just taken Chris
a jump to $ t 20. That figure Sondheim
promises to go even higher after - - - - - - •
the first of the year, up to $220 a cubic foot.
The rate increases announced this week are effective
immediately and shouldn't surprise anyone following
Springfield's nudear dump saga, the one where legislators and officials with the state's Department of Nuclear
Safety are frantically searching for a place to hide Illinois'
nuclear waste before their t 8-month hourglass runs out.
The South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control raised the price because Illinois
and Kentucky have failed to find a place to stow their
waste. Both states had counted on building a joint facility in Martinsville until last month. Now they have until
June t 994 to find another suitable site.
Seventeen other states storing their nudear waste at
Barnwell - one of only three sites in the country to
accept low-level waste - also face paying the new price.
Illinois sends about 5,000 cubic feet of waste out of the
66,000 cubic feet from generators across the nation.
The $400,000 more to stow an average year's worth
of nudear waste won't come directly out of the taxpayers' pockets. The Individual generators foot the bill for
that increase, but expect It to be reflected In higher utility bills statewlde.
In anticipation of that second price hike, waste gener.ators had sent 40,000 cubic feet in the first eight months
of this year to Barnwell, hoping to take advantage of the
lower rate. In the same period of time, Illinois continued
to send t 38,000 cubic feet to the other two sites In
Washington and Nevada. _

..

- Chris Sundhelm Is news editor and a regular
nlst rorThe Daily Eastern News.

At~pic°"\ Weekend dri~e

Ed•ItOrla I .

The Teaching ofMerlkare

Illinois has more nuclear power plants than
state, but this latest change isn't about the envir
It concerns millions in state and corporate funds
tinually support a disposal siting system state
admit is outmoded.
The process that started with a more than th
controversy over the original Clark County site
to drain an exceptional amount of dollars in a losl
tie to ball the waste and stay afloat. Stuffing
with cash, all the major players are waiting
General Assembly to draft a new process ea
year.
By the first of next year, The Illinois Depa
Nuclear Safety will make its recommendations
Jim Edgar tletailing for him suggested revisions
siting process. Less than two years from now 1111
to have a site in mind if not operation.>.and it
Barnwell.
Given what is likely to be a hot legislative d
any new process and the arduous nature of
search and approval, that's an unrealistic timell
probably continue to use sites like Barnwell's
state discovers some alternative.
I'm sure Edgar knew years ago he would find
ing process and all its related expenses costing
than anything as tidy as $40 per cubic foot. I d
ously if he's surprised, having lamented the si
cess aimed at Martinsvllle cost more than $85
Edgar, among others, wants to conduct an
It would be unthinkable to rob municipalities
local approval for a site, but Edgar has said
be worthwhile. The now soundly rejected
choice was the only' city even stoOping to co
ing host. Another In-state choice will be ve
find.
The other two sites accepting waste are
be dosed at the end of the year, leaving only
operational. Unless lawmake~.yvant to start lockl
nudear waste in train station lockers for 2.5 cents
foot, we'd better get moving.
:
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Your turn •••
People are free
to demonstrate
naked or not
Dear editor:
In reply to David M. Putney's article on the Berkeley nude-in in Monday's edition of The Daily Eastern
News ("Berkeley nude-in shows
remaining campus activism") . I
would like to inform you, Mr. Putney,
of your ignorance of life which you
may be unaware.
I have been under the impression
for the last 23 years that we were all
born naked and have natural right
to our own bodies. While I don't feel
cheated that I must wear clothing, I
do feel that all people should have
the right to choose to be naked.
Maybe I'm an idealist, but this
world would be a better place if people didn't look at a naked body as
something dirty but see it as it is the human body. I think you have
completely missed the point of the
Berkeley demonstration. It seems to
me that any reasonable Individual

a

ff

would see that there is a principal at
stake here. You don't have to support the cause, but as the administration editor: you should, at the very
least, understand what the cause is
before you write about it.
In addition, I would like to inform
Mr. Putney that freedom of demonstration is an inalienable right and
anyone who speaks out against
injustice, no matter how insignificant
the cause may seem in his narrow
little mind, should be praised and
respected by the public rather than
scorned.
Deana Trossman

Eastern lacks
the technology
for registration
Dear editor:
I, like hundreds of others, attempted to call in my spring schedule. I knew this would be the usual
battle. However, I was not prepared
for the frustration of dealing with
busy phone lines. I woke up t 5 minutes before the scheduling was even

I

I

~

supposed to begin to get
start.
My adventure officially
7:55 a.m. The line was air
As the time piissed I began
problems just getting a dial
few times when I did get a
the line was constantly busy. I
left the phone, but it didn't
help. At every opportunity I
dialed 6640. It became s
nature to me.
Eventually, t got through
ter for my classes for what I
was the longest hour of my II
hour didn't compare to the
that other people spent try to
ter.
However, the point remal
same. More computers need
installed to handle the thou
.calls that the system received.
Hours the computers tur
for scheduling need to be
also. This will help eliminate
cutting classes in order to g
classes they need for the
semester. It will also save h
wasted time that most coll
dents don't have.
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Senate
to discuss
bar boycott
By PAUL BUDZYNSKI
Staff writer

The Student Government will be
discussing the pictures that minority
students have termed "offensive"
which are displayed in the Panther's Lounge meeting Wednesday.
The meeting will be at 7 p.m. in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Arcola/Tuscola
' room.
Neumann indicated the senate
would like Panthers to take the
signs down.
"We might be calling for a student boycott of Panthers,"-Neumann said.
He said the senate will vote on a
resolution to boycott Panther's. If
the resolution is approved, the sen,ate will ask for help from other student organizations and The Daily
Eastern News.
Neumann said the senate will be
discussing the possibility of installing condom dispensers in residence hall bathrooms.
He is uncertain about the outcome of installing the condom dis& l
pensers becaµ,se the senate must
MARI OGAWA/Photo editor receive university approval before
starting the project.
Neumann said he feels the
Palchak, a freshman theater major, waits for her check to be cashed Tuesday afternoon at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union's
k Cashing Station. Palchak had yet to remove her face make up, a project that she had done for her theater make up class.

twants cash

ty is powerless on Panther's issue
pictures removed. Riordan said he
wanted to keep the city abreast of
Student Senate's work in the
matter.
In a traffic-related issue, the
council approved an ordinance that
will prohibit parking from 6 p.m.
to 6 a.m. on either side of 11 th
Street from its starting point to its
intersection with Cleveland
Avenue.
Charleston Mayor Wayne Lanman said the ordinance was written
in response to complaints received
by the council from residents of
11th Street that cars were parked
on the street for weeks at a time.
Lanman pointed out that license
plate checks of the cars left on the
street revealed the majority of the
cars are owned by Eastern students, most of them fyeshmen and

eaking· for himself and 0'11
of Charfeston Milyor Wayn~
, Charleston City Attorney
Bower said Tuesday he feels
'ctures displayed at Panther
ge, 1421 Fourth St., are
Jy insensitive, adding, howthat he and the city are pows to request the pictures'
¥al.
e city is in a position where
display) is free speech, even
gh it is' Inappropriate free
h," Bow~r salli. "The city
not have a vehicle to_.gp anyabout it."
Il)'s Student Body President
R~rdan ad ~d"~o~g St~~~_Utit1n:nplans _to ~-e s.t~ toj}a_ye_tjle_ _s.op.b.pmare£~.Many_ c.ommissioners.
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were concerned that passing the
ordinance would only shift the cars
to other streets.
After much discussion, however,
the council passed the ordinance,
citing the parked cars as representing a safety violation by not allowing emergency vehicles to pass.
In other business, the Charleston
City Council passed an ordinance
Tuesday to change the speed limit
on four streets near the square from
30 mph to 20 mph and on streets
within a one-block radius of the
square.
"The Illinois vehicle code calls
for a 20 mph speed limit in all
business districts, which is what
this is," said Charleston Police
Chief Herb Steidinger. "(This is a
problem) that we need to address
as soon as we get (the ordinance)
--Signed" -

..... ___

~-

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE -APTS.
(Across from Carman Hall)

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR
SPRING 1993
• CIPS
• 2 Bedroom
• Furnished

• 24 Hr. Maintenance
• Central Air
• Laundry Facilities

• Swimming Pool & Sun Deck

345-6000
2219 S. 9th St. #17

215 Lincoln
34a-s4s4

Small Pizza with
1 Free Topping only

Medium Pizza with
1 Free Topping only

Large Pizza with
1 Free Topping onl

s3~~

s4~~

s5~T~

Additional toppings 75<t
2 Pizzas only $6.98

Additional toppings $1.o.o
2 Pizzas only $8.98

Additional toppings $1 ~
2 Pizzas only $10.98

NEW
BREADSTICKS
with Garlic Butter
or
Sauce

only

$1 ~~ax

~y~!~~G~~Ety winners discuss unity

Center h
dire nee
for mone

Student government editor

Incumbent candidates Kara
Restagno and Heather Ballard and
newcomer Jennifer Zumwalt said
they were surprised and pleased at
the outcome of the Student
Govem-ment elections last week.
Integrity Party candidate
Ballard, a freshman elementary
education major, won a campus
seat with 299 votes. Integrity
Party candidate Restagno, a
sophomore therapeutic recreation
major, won a campus seat with
293 votes and fellow Integrity
Party member Zumwalt, a junior
business and economics major,
won an off-campus seat with 258
votes.
"I was excited and very happy,"
Ballard said. "I was an incumbent,
but I didn't know that many people on campus. I was happy that I
got as many votes as I did."
Restagno said, "I was surprised.
It was neat to see a lot of students
come out and support me."
Zumwalt said, "I was really surprised. Before I ran I had no experience, but I became involved.
Part of my party platform was to
get people involved, not just in
Student Senate but in other organizations."
The candidates discussed plans
they intend to implement while
serving in the senate.
"I am working on the RSO (recognized student organization)
newsletter," Ballard said. "I am
really excited about it. Also, (the
senate) is coming up with ideas
about recycling. I want to work on
some of.the projects Wi! already ..

•r'"llilllli"".,...,

By ADAM McHUGH
Staff writer

Kara Restagno

have so there is no talk, but that
(the senate) is actually getting
things accomplished."
Restagno listed work with campus organizations as one of her
goals while serving a seat in the
senate.
"I want to work with the organizations on campus and to promote their activi,ties with other
organizations," Restagno said. "A
lot of times (the senate) has forgot
about (some issues), and I want to
finish them through."
Zumwalt expressed a concern
with
. interaction between different
mmority organizations and other
student organizations.
"The cultural round table is for
all the organizations, not just the
different minorities, but different
organizations, classes and differe~t tr.pes of people," Zumwalt
~aI~· ... TN~averag,~~~stem ,st~de_,nt
lSD t awar.e. of Ceftilm, organiza- ,
...nllillr-•r--iiiW--iiiiiilil-'"""-""'""'--"....,,.w..,....,j,J--JL.L.t.,,"'""'

Johnetta Jones, Eastem's
of minority affairs, is one
individuals worried about
of financial support to the
American Cultural Awa
Center.
"Right now, we will
funding we can get," Jone
whose current duties inclu
seeing the center.
The Cultural Awareness
on Seventh Street is in dire
funding for repairs and
Jennifer Zumwalt
Heather Ballard
of the currently deteriora ·
tions and what they do. People
"(Organizations) must talk with ture, Jones added.
knock the Greek system because students and find out what they
The Center also lacks
they don't know what it is about."
need. If (organizations) go to the for several programs for
Ballard commented on campus students we will have to see students.
participation. She feels there are what's going to work and what's
"There is very little mone
too many people on campus who not." Restagno said. "Therefore, for programming - none fi
are unaware of what goes on on (orgaI\izations) can,Jsike th,qse .port groups, travel expe
campus.
res_ources and make theP!"IlW\'.r lu'spea.k..~r~,.£~..iP._g. to ~the b
"A lot more participation is sohd and better to work with." c ,: Jo4e~/~~P· .~#Ji~6 tigflt..>
needed," Ballard said. "There are
Zumwalt indicated she would days, It IS very diffi.cUit to.
a lot of ways students can get like to present issues to the senate ing for new programs,"
involved. I want to help (the stu- concerning students who live off- added.
dents) find something they are campus.
If the center receives su
interested in because there are a
"One of the things I am inter- fundiiig,
Jones
~lieves
the
will paralle
other
cultural
lot of opportunities."
ested in is equal housing," in the state.
Restagno spoke of cultural Zumwalt said. "I would like to see
"This center has great
awareness and student involve- the housing contracts become eas- we just need resources to
ment.
_ier to break. If you signed (a con- around," Jones said.
"I am very strong on the forum tract) you are supposed to stay
She said several reaso
(issue)," Restagno said. "A with it, but it's harder to break a contributedtothelackofs
monthly minority forum should contract within the school year. I
"There has traditionally
take place for the special popula- think there should be a grace peri- funding and utilization p
tions, the handicapped, the black, od for students to break the con- with the center," Jones said.
} J:e ~h,ii:i,ese~. and tqe Hispanic tract."
if you don't utilize some
people, " ~. ~
~·
~,,f. o~~>JM,..? •~ 0 , ,,. . 1 ,.,f ~t ~"'""'r .,; rrnirr"Wi\1 grad~y di~.''.!
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ALTERNATIVE ROCK
NITE
s 1. 50 Long Islands
.50 12 oz. Drafts

NO COVER
OPEN 9-1

Special Thanksgiving Bus Service
to Chicago Suburbs

"Not Just Great Pizza"

Northbound

Jerry's Sandwiches
(FREE DELIVERY)

50ct off any
12" Poor Boy-French Bread covered with
tomato sauce, ham, salami, and melted
mozzarella cheese. Topped with lettuce & sweet 'n'
tangy dressing.
12"Texas BBQ-French Bread covered with BBQ
sauce, sausage, and melted mozzarella cheese.
12"Stromboli-French Bread with Pizza sauce,
sausage, and melted cheese.
6" Italian Beef
(ALL SANDWICHES INCLUDE POTATO CHIPS)

Jerry's Pizza
4th & Lincoln

345-2844

ARRIVE

OAl<BAOOK MAU

~
ARRIVE OLD ORCHARD MAlL
Southbound
Bus Stop Locetlons
ElU

Unive!sity Union, north of ;>odestrian bridge.

Nor1h and/0< west -

eour1 ,

Old On:ilat<l lloll

of Armoty.

NORTRAN stop on south near Neiman·Martuo
. Extreme northeast comer of mall parl<ing lot .

Manmd

~ Moll

PACE stop be_, JC Penney and
Field
PACE stop at Marshall Field's w8st entrance

W~-

(231 7 W. 75thSt., Woodridge) Nonhparl<inglot

Chlc:ego Atdgo Moll

Nor1h -

-

-

of Seara near AU1o 5efvice entrance

-Holldoylnn . (US 30& 1-57)

Tickets & Information

University Union Box Office
(217) 581-5122

Collt>QP Tr.inspotl'1!1on Inc
SO.i E:: John SlrPf'! ( t1d111p.irqn JL n1H20

RauMaTazzentranoeon~-
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IBHE may make Lecture focuses
cuts elsewhere on historical site
By CHRIS KARWOWSKI
Staff writer

The Faculty Senate received a
news wire that said the Illinois
Board of Higher Education may
be allowing state colleges to
disregard IBHE budget cut recommendations if they make
reductions elsewhere.
The next IBHE meeting will
be held Tuesday, and the new
budget-cut program will be
voted on then, so any report on
IBHE action is premature, said
an IBHE spokesman.
The IBHE Priorities, Quality
and Productivity Initiative suggested the elimination of dozens
of degree programs from the
public schools.
The cuts were designed to
eliminate unneccesary degree
programs and put more money
into the school's more success':"ful programs'. : · · . .'
iol Barbara Flill, Eastern vice
·president for academic affairs

and provost , sat in on the meeting along with President David
Jorns. She said the revised
Eastern IBHE mission description was received by the IBHE
and was submitted to senate for
discussion, but no final draft has
been written.
The IBHE mission description outlines the goals and
responsibilities Eastern has to
its students and to the surrounding community.
Ed Marlow, faculty senate
chair, said the senate received
the original mission description
and found it limiting, negative
and poorly worded.
Last week senate member
David Carpenter submitted a
revised mission despription to
the senate, which was unanimously approved.
The Faculty Senate will meet
again at 2 p.m. Tuesday in the
Board of Governors room in
Booth Library.

By DARREN TALBOTT
Staff writer

Memories of the Hull House
and Jane Addams will be resurrected in a lecture given by an
Eastern history instructor 7:30
p.m. Thursday at the Dudley
House, 895 Seventh St. in
Charleston.
Eastern history instructor
Charles Titus will present "The
Lamp of Learning Lit: Immigrant
Education and Hull House" focusing on the education provided by
Hull House for immigrants and
the urban poor in the late 19th
century.
'The Hull House was a social
settlement located in Chicago that
examined the public schools and
education systems," Titus said.
He added that the facility's
main goal was to provide incoming immigrants and the urban poor
with educational opportunities of
the middle and upperclass people.

Jane Addams instituted programs at the Hull House to educate and Americanize these modern day minority groups, Titus
said. The Hull House is now a historic site in Chicago, he said.
"Jane Addams was a person of
great significance during the
Progressive era, and the work she
did at the Hull House was a
remarkable undertaking," Titus
said.
Titus' credits include many
publications and presentations in
history, social studies and alumni
administration. He has also served
as director of alumni services at
Eastern from 1977 to 1987 and as
assistant to the executive officer of
the Eastern Illinois University
Foundation from 1987 to 1989.
"Anyone who is interested in
Illinois history, the history of education or progressivism is encouraged to attend this presentation,"
Titus said.
Admission is free.

HSU plans Cultural Diversity Week
By CHRISTINE STARR
Staff Writer

The Hispanic Student Union will continue planning events for the upcoming
Cultural Diversity Week and Latino
Awareness Week at their weekly meeting on
Thursday.
The meeting will be held in the AfroAmerican Cultural Center at 7 p.m.
Melisa Gonzalez, HSU president, said the
union is hoping to have guest speakers during Latino Awareness Week which will take
place from March 1 to 7.
"We are trying to get Jaime Escalante, a
teacher, and Senator Miguel DeVaya (to
speak for Latino Awareness Week),"

Gonzalez said.
A Christmas party sponsored by the
Preparations for a dance with Black Union will be held on Thursday, Dec. 10.
Student Union and the Residence Hall Members will draw names from the
Association will be discussed to take place Christmas party grab-bag.
March 5 during Latino Awareness Week.
Tony Perez, HSU social chair, said the
HSU executives will speak with the union is currently organizing the Christmas
Human Potential Committee to decide on party this week.
the location of the dance.
"It will be held at the Afro-American
Members would like the dance to be held Cultural Center, there will be food, drinks
in the University Ballroom in the Martin and the grab-bag," Perez said.
Luther King Jr. University Union. The~ are
HSU member and foW)..der, . Karen
currently negotiat11f!r1He sh§ 1 8f.!±¥,6.t,¥ll(\1i1!~~s1f~d.the._u,nioJJ,._is cUJI"ently. working
ballroom for the dance with the union oifi- "on its newsletter.
cials.
"The name of the newsletter is La Voice.
Members will also be discussing plans for It's still in its production stages," Medina
a banquet held on March 6 during the Latino said.
Awareness Week.

Wednesday at
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DRAFT
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DELTA
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Philly Cheese Steak
9" Italian Beef
9" Italian Sausage
9" Meatball

Lots More!
Gyros
Grilled Chicken Breast
(full breast - no chunks or pieces)

WE DELIVER
BEST DELIVERIES IN TOWN
Week Days 11 am - 2 pm/4 pm - 11 pm
Weekends 11 am - 11 pm

345-2466

ENHANCING
RACE
RELATIONS
ON CAMPUS
&

New Challenges

Opportunities

An Interactive Videoconference
l\Ted.~oventber18,1992

12:00 n - 2:00 ptrt Buzzard Aud.
free and open to the public
sponsored by the Cultural Diversity Committee as
part of the One Nation: Many Voices Lecture Series

B
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The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER the 2 p.m .
deadline.>
Classified ads must be
paid in advance . Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OFFERED
TRAVEL

HELP WANilD
WANnD
AooPTION
RIDES/RIDERS

RooMMATES
SUBLEASERS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST

&.. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote the
Hottest Spring Break Destinations , call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800327-6013
-------~~11 /23
SPRINGBREAKERS. Promote
our Florida Spring Break packages. Earn MONEY and FREE
Trips . Campus Marketing. 800423-5264

RESUME
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN , TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER . PATTON PRINTING,
418
W.
LINCOLN ,
CHARLESTON. 345-6331.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11
CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDSG UNS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON ' S COMPUTER SHOP,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN
SHOP
=--=---,-.,.---=-.,- 12111
T's Expert Keys . Typing . Free
pick-up
and
delivery
in
Charleston. Same day service
available. Call 348-0627.
~---~~~~~11 /20
STUDENTS. GET THE BEST!
RESUMES , TYPING, COPIES.
CHARLESTON, COPY X. 219
LINCOLN AVE . (Across from
CREDIT UNION ONE) 345-6313.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 12111

~---------1213

Tutor for Bth grade student on
Thurs. around 4 or 4:30. EL ED
or SPEED major. Ph. 967-5303
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _11 /20

A WONDERFUL LIFE awaits the
baby who joins our family ...devoted, playful parents, a loving fouryear-old brother, lots of fun and
love, a good education, and every
opportunity for happiness. Let's
talk ; we can help each other.
Expenses paid . Call collect:
Arlynn & Ron , (217) 367-4769.
_ _ ca11 /13,18,20,241214,11

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn $2,000+/month + world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean,
etc.) Holiday , Summer and
Career employment available. No
experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1212
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn
extra cash stuffing envelopes at
home . All materials provided .
Send SASE to National Distributors P.O . Box 9643 Springfield,
MO 65801 . Immediate response.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /24
Now hiring stuffers for the Eastern News. Midnight hours. Must
be available Sunday thru Thursday nights. Will work approx. 2
days a week. Apply in person at
Rm . 127 Buzzard Bldg.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /19

2 Male ROOMMATES Needed
for Spring -own room , close to
campus, pool table. $140.00 mo.
Andy 348-5686.
11 /30
=
FE=M~A~L~E~R~O~O~M,...,.,...,M~AT=E,,...,...,N=EEDED

~-'° . .I

Th

oan;

for Spring 93. $170/mo. plus 1/3
utilities. Free cable. Please call
ASAP 348-1819
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _11 /20
Two women needed to share
house for Spring semester. Own
room, washer/dryer. $140/mth +
utilities. 348-0289
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _11 /18
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
FOR SPRING . $155 PER MO.
OWN ROOM IN TWO BED ROOM APT. CALL 348-7066.
.,...,..--,..,..-,,,....-- - - - - .11/20

M'\<- N;q_,,.. 1,1c, r

'

Eastern News

MALE ROOM MATE NEEDED TO
SHARE VERY NICE 2-BED APT
ACROSS FROM REC CENTER.
OWN ROOM. LOW UTILITIES.
345-3203
_ __ _ _ __ _ _11 /20
2 ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
APT 1/ 2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS . OWN ROOM , HEAT &
WATER PAID. CALL ADAM 3459694

CLASSIFIED AD FORM
Name: ____________ _ _ _~
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __
Phone: - - - - - - - -StudentsD Yes D No
Dates to run ______ ________
Ad to read:

~

Male subleaser needed for SP93.
Lincolnwood Apts. Ph. 348-0834.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _12/11
Male subleaser Sp93 2 Bdrm Apt
own Bdrm close to campus.
$195.00 utilities included . 3487097.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 11 /20
Needed Female Subleaser
Spring 93. Nice house , own
room , rent $150.00/mo. 1/2 utilities. Call Angie 345-9723.
~-.,----~--__,.-11 /20
• Female subleaser for SP93
and/or Summer 93 .. Apt. across
from Science Building. 348-1871 ,
_ _ _ _ _ __ _'11 /24
Subleaser needed to rent immediately or Spring 93 . Share 3
bdrm apt. Have your own room.
Lg, util are low, cheap rent. Call
348-8642
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 11 /23
Male subleaser needed S93.
Own Bedroom. $145/mo. Call Pat
348-5921
~---.,-----11 /24
Female subleaser needed for
Spring. $165/mo. Own Bedroom.
Park Place. Call 345-4680.

~o .

D

D Check

D

ACROSS

a:!.\JGI~

made·
33 At sixes and
sevens
370n-- with
(equal)
38 Stick-on item
39 "Cruellest
month" agcy.
40 "ofMy
Dreams" ·
41 Party ending
42 Undecided
45Ambush
47 It's used in
tobacco curing
48 Caravansary
49 Rave's partner
23 Pipe fitting
51 Casual
24 Santa's lump for
greetings
a brat
540newho
26 Predator's pad
explodes
vocally
27 Satyr's look

1 Bat's hangout
s Featherhead
9 Film having
several sequels
14 Biblical race of
giants
11 Nagy of
Hungary
11Model .
n Indefinite
19 Like a pigskin
20 Date cultivated
in Egypt
21 Holds back;
demurs ·

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 1O cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

at Indiana
Doogie Howser

Seinfeld

The Jacksons

Mad About You
Law and Order

48 Hours

News
Jay Leno

News
M' A' S'H

News
Love Conn.

Murder, She

Movie:

Wrote

Kickboxer

SportsCenter

!i\V"/

You alao get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO

MOUNTAIN BIKES:
M1000 New $115
$725.00; Diamond
$700 .00 ; Fugi , $2
1820

PRICES FOR STAY-N

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
5 .1nd 7 NIGHTS
DAYTONA BEACH
5 ANO 7 Nll;HTS

PANAMA 'tn'Y BEACH
S,MJID 7 NIGHTS
STEAROAT 2 5 AND 7 NIGHT'S

MUSTANC ISLAND I
PORT ARANSAS
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
5 '4ND 7 NIGHTS

FORT LAUDERDALE
5 4ND 7 NIGHTS

12thAnnual
Party!

just far c:a11ing
1~932-0528, Ext. 65

v1~n v1 •..,., • Jt,.rt

DOWN

38

41
1 Bring on
2 Chron icle
45
3 Blows hot and
cold
4 - - out
(managed
barely)
5 Tailor's c<;>AC~fn
6 Fa"mea li'o fseor
city
-..
1 Window 'tor
66
plants
8 It's behind the
iris
9 Mob-scene
29 Plaice or dace
participant
30 Unresolved
10 Edges
31 User's accuser
11 Couscous
32 A rival of Agatha
ingredient
33 Pulitzer
12 Diminish
dramatist: 1953
13 Sounds at a
"bull session"
34 Chime time
18 Houston
35 Locale for a
campus
stope or stulm
22Falsegod
36 Leftover
25 Ice ace, once
42 River into Bay of
28 Long waiting
the Seine
periods,
43 Geology term
seemingly

American Exp.

Desert Kill

New Mike
Hammer

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

Steroid alternatives
savings. Hot Stuff,
Weider, Universal.
for less! Free Cat
Attractions, Inc. 800-

58 Emissary
60 A collectible
61 Waver
63 Extrinsic
64 Neck and neck
65 Ouse feeder
66 Cluttered up
67 Within : Comb.
form
68 Where hoods
get goods

National Geo.

Movie: High
Boxing

YAW~

29 What Perot has

Credit

Mysteries

•1000

"83 HONDA INT
750V45 INCLUD
SOR IES. MUST S
OBO. CALL 348-19

o10 ..J ~rlltl,\'"l

llJr"l'y•')t-UVQ 31f.

Check number _ _ _ __

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11 :30

RAISE A COOL

Second Semester Individual
Rooms for men-Furnished. Heat
and electric paid. Call after 5:30
p.m. 348-8870.

ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

Cash

....__

No obligation._ No cost.

w_ords/days_ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Payment:

GREE I( S & CL UBS

MEMBER WHO CAUSI

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
acce~ting

3 bedside cabinets $10.00 each.
Call Jeff at 345-3866.
-------~-12111
Stereo & speakers-$60. b-ball
hoop/backboard-$30. Over-under
washer/dryer-$75. 1Oa-2p. 3454426
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _12111
CHEAP! FBl / U .S. SEIZED 89
MERCEDES, $200; 86 VW, $50;
87 MERCEDES, $100; 65 MUST ANG, $50. FREE lnformation-24
Hour Hotline . 1 BOJ-379_-2929
CC?PYrig~t #1,h.1dt<Jf;., ~ . . ~ ,: h ~
---'----'-~-'-'-",_..,·11~4.
3 Formals - Various styles and
colors, Sizes 9, 12, and 14. $50
or best offer. 348-0189.
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ 12111

PLUS $1000 FOR 11IE

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

' Person

1206 3rd-Nice house for 4 people. 2 BR, Washer & Dryer. Some
utilities. $160/mth. 837-2317
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11118
Rooms for Rent-Women ONLY.
Jan.-May Lease (or longer) 1808
Ninth St. Pat Novak. (708) 7893772.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ 12/8
4 Bedroom House on Campus for
Spring. 345-9629 after 6:00.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/24
Studio apt. for 1-$200, 608 1/2
6th St. 348-5214

54 Thimble
SS Pour out
whines
56 "The Haj"
author
57 Repetiti
59Happy
62 Half a
Broad

Mac

Little House

Incredible

on the Prairie

Melrose Place

Wings

Bonanza

Star Trek

Beyond 2000

Combat

To Be announced
Arsenic

Mac

Mr. and Mr. North

Incredible

Movie:

Gary Shandling

Animals

LA Law
Movie: Getting

44"- Attraction "
46·Caesar's
· mourner
49 Copal or mastic
so On a curved path
52Jobforan
emcee
53 Very costly

Up and Going Home

News

84 Charlie Mopic

Night Court
Renegade

Being Served?
Movie

Equalizer

"'

~-

--

Thirtysomething

Star Trek

9
(~V.~~2

f WEDNES

WILLIAM L. WADE: pick up your
l.D. at the Student Activities Center,
201 University Union

'----=-==-=~-=-11/20

stern LTD Plus 7-piece
00. Wilson superlite bag,
for $130. 581-5440
11/18
...C""'H-:::R:-:-:1s=-=TM=-=-=A-=s--=p=-=R=--=E=sENT?
handmade stone seals with
tnprinted names, symbols,
Everlasting Gift: must be.
John.
~--,-----,-11/20
bicycles new and used.
Mattoon $699.95. Aerial $549.95. X'mas L-An Tues-Saturday, 8-5,

12111
~L-=E-:W~A.,.._L,.-L..,..,U""'N'"'"'IT=--oWITH
ABLE SHELVES ($65) .
LL. CALL LYN AT 58112111
'""'So=--ny--;:5-d::is-=-k....,C""'.D"'". -player
$130. Call 348-5465
.,.-:----::,.,.----,---12111
Escort GL. 1 owner, 4
100. Bougrt a new
71

ear

..,..,---=-=---:--:---::--- 11/18
in Men's bathroom first
ical science building.psychology office, Rm.
581-2127.
==-=-:--:-=-:--11/20
7/92 Blair 108 from 12-1
. OLIVE BELTED RAINJim 581-3463 or 345ARD.

Looking for the Perfect Gift? Call
AVON 348-1873
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
Rush Phi Sigma Sigma! Rush Phi
Sigma Sigma! Rush Phi Sigma
Sigma! Rush Phi Sigma Sigma!
:---------,----11/18
Phi Sigma Sigma Informal Rush!
Wednesday, Nov. 18 and Thursday,
Nov. 19 at 7 p.m. For more infonnation or rides call Leslie at 581-6743.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _11/18
Ivan and Tim: Thank you for the
candy and matching poem. That
was .so sweet. Love, your "faithful"
KDR sweetheart Lisa
:--,---,---,---~-~-11/18
Becky, Judy and Yes Robyn too.
You guys are the best kids a morn
could have. I'll miss you all so much
next semester. Tau Love and Mine,
Lisa-"Nardo"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
KNOCK, KNOCK. Who's there?
Another.'KDR with a rose, oh nol
Thanks you guys for all the Roses.
Even though it was one at a time.
Love your Sweetheart Lisa
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _11/18
CONGRATULATIONS Senator
Gadinni your sisters are proud!
-,....--,,---.,-------,,--,--11118
Football trainers you did a great job
at_
the
you,
_game!
_ _Love
__
_Pattie
_ _11/18

Congratulations to Brian VanVooren-Unity, and Bob Cohn-Rules
and Games for Greek Week. Your
Lambda Chi Alpha Brothers are
proud.
,.---,,--,---,~--,-,~c=--~~11 /18
To the Ladies of Phi Beta Chi: Congratulations on receiving your charter. Love the Ladies of Alpha Sigma
Alpha
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
LEDEHBUR-PUT $20 IN THE AST
FRIDGE IF YOU WANT THE ANIMAL TOLIVE ....
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
Hey ASAs and D Chis get psyched
for an unforgettable Luau at Roe's
Tonight. BE THERE! Love, ASA
Pledges
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
Jimmy Jon Creech: You don't need
your "tickef' anymore-you're finally
21 years old! Happy 21 st birthdayhere's to a night you won't remember.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _11/18

TAMI LANCEMAN-Just wanted to
tell you what an AWESOME job you
are doing . Your morn is VERY
proud of you. Alpha Garn Luv-Amy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
Kristin Nielsen: Congratulations on
being elected as Panhel's Cabinet
Director! Your ASA sisters are so
proud of you!

~~--c--c-==--~-:---=----011/18

Rick Wright "Dad"-Delta Sig Thanx
for all you've done. You're the
BEST. Luv, Your daughter

~.,...,..,=--~~~---11/18

JOALICE OARD: Get-psyched for
tonight. You're daddy can't wait to
meet you 11 Love Mom and Dad
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
Dear Guess Who? If who is lucky? I
hope we have tons of great weekends. Tina
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
SAMS MEETING 6:30 UNION
WALKWAY; ALL MEMBERS
PLEASE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
BECKY MARKERT: Congrats PHI
RONDA JONES: You are the best
SIG Sister of the Month! Thanks so
daughter anyone could ever ask for.
much for all you've done for us! We
Love John and Lisa
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
love you-Your PHI SIG sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
NIKKI: How many more days? A?
KELLI SCALES-Congratulations on
No way! time has flown . Almost
2nd vice president of new memberthere! Love, Julie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
ship ·for Panhel. Your ALPHA GAM
Congrats to the Men of Phi Delta
sisters know you'll be AWESOME!
Theta for colonizing as well as mak~-------~11/18
ing history here at E.l.U. Our next
Make your Reservations at the Phi
step is to become a Chapter, start
Sig Cate. Phi Sigma Sigma lnfonnal
Rush 7 p.m. tonight. Call 6743 for
thinking of tradition. Congrats, Marty
yourV.P.
more info or rides.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
Julie Reinsma-Thank you very
GINA REEDY: Your the BEST
much for being such a wonderful
Alpha Garn kiddo ever!
SIG KAP BABY SNAKES-Get
sweetheart! the Men of Sigma Pi
---,-,-------,-,-,..,.-11/18
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
psyched for an unforgettable DAD's
Kristy Hohulin: I miss you! We have
NIGHTI Good luck finding your
to get together soon! TCBY? A-Phi
Mark Martin, Happy 21st Birthday,
proud PA-PAsl
be ready to tackle the Horse. It will
Love, Jodi G.
be a very long night! Your Big-Bro
.,---._,.,.,--,...,..--..,..,-,---~-:-.,----,,.11 /18
- -- .,------,-,-------,-11 /18
Andy Harmon-You are the Best
Chris
Hey Waldo: We definitely will miss
Bordeaux Beau ever and the Alpha
,....,...,~=-=~.,..,.,,,,...,..--=--,....,,11118
y9u as Alpha Garn Man, but we
Phis are so proud of you and your
CARRIE GREENEY: DAD ·and
know we'll see ya at OUR second
new IFC position-Love Us.
MOM can't wait to party with you.
home and YOURS ... IKES. YOU
---------~11/18
See you tonight!
ARE THE BEST. Love ya Pam,
SIG KAP RHO CHIS, CONGRATU11 /18
[)ana, & Kerry
LATIONSI Jody Daniluk, Farran
Kappa Delta Rho Informal Rush
11/18
Meis, Jennifer Runyon, Amy
Wednesday Nov. 18. Rush KORI
MICHELLE EISKANT-Congratula·Schroeder, Sondra Svatos, Missy
11/18
tions on your Social Awareness
Vayo and Dawn Wirth. Your sisters
SAMS MEETING MANDATORY
PANHEL office. Your ALPHA GAM
-areveiyproudctyoa!
- 6:301JNIONWALKWAY- -- - - - sistersareproudofyou!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11118
11/18
11/18
Colleen Murphy of Alpha Phi-Congratulations to the new Panhellenic
President-We are so proud of you!
Love, your A-Phi sisters.
~.,-,,~7=~,------,.--,-11 /18
TINA SCONZA-Congratulations on
being elected the new GREEK
~lL, '(OO~
~ LIKE
SING coordinator. Your ALPHA
1-!AIRO.n- \5
W\.lP..I II
GAM sisters know you'll do great!

GREEK WEEK CO-CHAIR MEETING TONIGHT AT 9:00 P.M . IN
THE KANSAS ROOM.
---------11/18
POPCORN: Thanks for the shots.
Love Melissa & Tracey
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
WALDO: You are a great Alpha
Garn Man. We LUV all you have
done for us. Luv your ALPHA GAM
LADIES!!

--------,---~11/18

MIKE HALTER: Thanks for the
candy at lock-in. Your the best
Sigma Man. Love the New Initiates
11/18
s""'c""'H"'"'M_,.E=L,__:....,T"'"h-a-nk,.-s-f.,-o-r--,th-e-roses.
Your the best AGS. Love Tracey &
Melissa
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18
CHERYL and POPCORN: Thanks
for a great activation partY. Love
your kid.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18

ICAN STUDIES ~ation will have a trip to see Malcolm X
.m. Friday. Sigi:.i up in room 208 Blair Hall. $13 fee (round trip and
) or $7.25 for trip only. . .
HAVE meeting at 6 p.r?."Wednesday in Buzzard Bldg 207.
1 for 50/50 and a can for World Food Day.
COUNCIL WILL have a Gamma meeting at 8 p.m. in the
n.room.
UB WILLI have a meeting at 7 p.m. llfednesday in LS room
Sakaluk from Illinois State University will give a presentation on
petition in SageBrush Crickets." All are welpome. Free Kool-

a

·es.

ALIT.Y, CONSUMER Dietetics, Foods and Nutrition will have
5:30 p.m. Wednesday in 11 O Kiehm Hall. Elections will be held.
CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Bible study at 7 p.m.
in C.C.H. located south of Lawson Hall. Bring a friend I Call 345or info.
ARENT-CHILD Group will have a meeting on child care at 4
ay in KH room 203. We will be discussing how to choose
child care. Refreshment will be served and child care will be pro-

A. B\G

lt'-PR<>~t.MENT.

5"-'iS
TI-\~

~

BF\C.I(
G~ M'i
HEAD?

-~-------=11/18

Jen-You're the best morn. Thanks
for my sweatshirt! I wish you could
have been here, but I understand.
Thanks for everything. Sigma Loveyour kiddo.
,-,.,-----,-=---==----,--11 /18
Julie and Tracy-Thank you for
watching out for me Sat. night. I had
a blast. You guys are awesome.
Sigma love, Schebo

------~~~11 /18

KATE, TERI, LORI, EBIE, BETH,
AMY & MISSY! Thank you for the
balloons and for being supportive.
You guys are the best! Love your
8th roommate.

~--~----~11/18

TRACY VOLKMAN: Get psyched to
party with your parents tonight!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/18

~HONE\'BAKED
HOLIDAY HELP WANTED
We're offering students an opportunity to
earn EXTRA CASH over the Holidays.
We have over 200 openings in retail sales_
and ham processing. These positions
require no previous experience, and are
available at our 4 Chicago area stores.
To team more about these openings, stop
by for an application on Friday
November 27, or call:
Rolling Meadows (708)981-9790

VIiia Pafk (708)834-8400
Morton Grove (708)470-0100
Napervllle (708)955-0550

Calvin and Hobbes

,,.,,.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;11 /18

KDR Informal Rush, From 7-9 at the
KDR house. In between IKE's and
Midas.

/

by Bill Watterson
DION\ THE BARBt.R

S\.l~~, • I

Mfl.'i \.1~'1£
A BAI) 1-\MRC\JI,
B\J\ ~O\J'R£ {X)\~Rl~T

OK, ~l\E, <i!MME

BN:K 1ll~T TIP.'

UGL't," BrK\:.
Tl·U~.RE ?.1

-Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

I()flt/) CNe ATMAUBU. i
5AM.'GIV5
' Ml?. te77lil?MAN
H/5114TS4CJ<.!

"'-

DENT IL News Broadcasters Assoc. will have a meeting at 7

y, following Newscan, in the WEIU-TV Studio.
THOUC CENTER will celebrate Mass Wednesday at 9 p.m. in
hapel. Social following. For rides call 348-0188.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION will have a weekly meeting at 4
yin the Greenup room. Do Christians Drink? Open forum disUB WILL have a meeting at 7 p.m. Wednesday in Coleman
. We will be showing the classic film Birth of a Nation, followed
· n led by Dr. Rillie. Refreshments will be provided. Everyone
EPSILON will have an officers·meeting at 5 p.m. and a member
· es Thursday in BB room 118. New initiates meet in Buzzard
· p.m. Be ready to elect new officers.
ON TEAM will have a meeting at 6 p.m. Wednesday i n the
the Union. Elections are this week so be sure to be there.
CHEMICAL SOCIETY will have a meeting at 7 p.m. Wednesday
Y WILL have a meeting at 4 p.m. Wednesday in the Reading
NU will have a meeting at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday in the
n room of the Union. Mandatory!
GMA ALPHA will have a business meeting at 5:30 p.m.
the Effingham room.
FOUNDATION will have prayer/communion at 9 p.m. and
nesday at the Wesley United Methodist Church Cpapel. Everyto these half-hour services. For more info, please call 348on Wednesdays.
STUDENT ADVISORY Council will have a lecture by Dr. Bill
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Wednesday in the l;:ffingham room. of the
The life of a Graduate Student- How to Manage Stress and
RNMENT WILL have a weekly meeting at 7 p.m. WednesTuscola room. All students welcome.
ERNMENT WILL host "Breaking Barriers· from 6:30 p.m. to
in the Grand Ballroom. The public is urged to come share

the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN@
ANY 6AN6' WHO'P ROe> A 81-INP
MAN IS. CAPABLE OF AN"l'THIN6f

By Stan Lee

10
<
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Jordan, Grant lead Bulls to 124-103 win
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
Michael Jordan scored 32 points,
Horace Grant added 24 and
Scottie Pippen had 12 assists - all
in the first three quarters - carrying the Chicago Bulls to their
fifth consecutive victory, 124-103
over the Minnesota Timberwolves on Tuesday night.
It was the second straight
blowout win for the two-time
defending NBA ch.ampions,
whose first four victories were by
a combined 17 points.
Chuck Person had 26 points

NFL Standings
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
w L Pet.
Buffalo
8 2 .800
Miami
7 3 .700
Indianapolis 4 6 .400
N.Y. Jets
3 7 .300
New England 1 9 .100
Central
7 3 .700
Pittsburgh
Houston
6 4 .600
Cleveland
5 5 .500
Cincinnati
4 6 .400
West
Denver
7 3 .700
Kansas City
6 4 .600
San Diego
5 5 .500
4 6 .400
LA Raiders
Seattle
1 9 .100
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
w L Pet.
Dallas.
2 .800
8
Washington
6 4 .600
4 .600
Philadelphia
6
N.Y. Giants
5 5 .500
Phoenix
3
7 .300
Central
7 3 .700
Minnesota
4 6 .400
Chicago
4 6 .400
Green Bay
Tampa Bay
4 6 .400
Detroit
2
8 .200
West
San Francisco
8 2 .800
New Orleans
7
3 .700
Atlanta
4
6 ,400
LA Rams
4
6 ~400

Gallery

The game's outcome was never
in question, as Pippen 's fastbreak
layup capped a 14-4 run to start
the game. Jordan's 3-pointer
made it 27-12 late in the first
period.
Chicago shot 67 percent in the
opening quarter to Minnesota's
43 percent.
The Timberwolves pulled to
45-37 midway throogh the second
quarter before Jordan and Grant
ignited a 45-19 spurt that
stretched well into the third period and made it a rout at 90-56.

and 12 rebounds for the
Timberwolves, now 0-7 against
Chicago since joining the league
in 1989-90.
Christian Laettner, Minnesota's
No. 1 draft choice, sprained the
middle finger of his right hand
early in the third period but
returned and finished with 17
points.
Jordan has led the Bulls in
scoring in each of their seven
games. Grant, who made 10of12
shots, came within four of his
career scoring high.

71 O Jackson .345-6855

~JOKE

~TONI

75

FAJYTASY
PllOTOS
Includes hair,
$45.oo makeover
and

LONGNEC
NOCO

sitting fee

NHL Standings

NBA Standings
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
w L Pet
New York
4
2 .667
Orlando
3- 2 .600
Miami
.500
3
3
.429
New Jersey
3 4
Boston
2
5 .286
Washington
2
5 .286
Philadelphia
l
3 .250

1'

Jackson Ave.

WA.LES CONFERENCE

Central Division
1 .857 .
Chicago
6
Milwaukee
5 2 .714
Indiana
4
2 .667
Cleveland
3 3 .500
.429
Charlotte
3 4
Detroit
2 3
.400
Atlanta
2 4 .333

Patrick
L T
12 4 3
Pittsburgh
New Jersey
10 7 0
N.Y. Rangers 9 7 2
N.Y. Islanders 7 9 1
Washington
7 10 l
Philadelphia
7 8 .3
Adams
Montreal
12 5 2
Boston
10 4 2
Quebec
9 5 4
Buffalo
8 7 2.
Hartford
3 13 , 1
Ottawa
1 16 I

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
4
Utah
2
.667
Houston
2
2 .500
Minnesota
2 4
.333
Dallas
1 4
.200
San Antonio
I
4
.200
Denver
1 5
.167

Campbell Conference
Norris
·
CHICAGO
9 7 3 21
Toronto
9 5 3 21
Detrot
10 8 0 20
Tampa Bay
9 9· 2 20
Minnesota
8 8 2 18
St. Louis
6 10 3 15

Pacific Division
I.OOO
Portland
5
0
Phoenix
4
.800
1
4
Seattle
1
.800
Sacramento .
4
2
.667
LA Lakers
3
3
.500
4
.429.,
Golden State 3
4
LA Clippers
2
.333

Smythe
12 4 2 26
12 6 2 26
9 6 2 20
6 9 3 15
s ... 12., J...• ll.

w

'1:-Jd

, Los Angeles
' Calgary
Vancouver
Edmonton
;;-; Winn.ipe.g .,, ,
Sa~ J~s~ ., '

Pts
27
20
20
15
15
17

WEDNESD
DRINK SPEC
lelnenkugel's

JENNIFER ~LEY
HAPPY BELATED
22ND BIRTHDAY
LOVE •. BILL AND KATE

26
22
22
18
7
3

50(
fire Water $1.
. FOODSPEC
Grilled Pork Ten

Basket

ADVERTISE .
IN
The Daily
Eastern News

$3.75
. Kitchen Hours
Mon.-Sat 11 am.-9
•
BarHours
Sat 11 am.-1 am

Student Publications

,c;_.r1tr ·'·

'.l '14 '( '.' · ~ -

is now offering a resume serv
for the campus community.
For -M ore Information Call
.~ :!1~·'1
·581-2812 . ~
':'

'1 ''' !
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

REC SPORTS SHORT-S
Office-: Lantz Room 147

Telephone: 581-2821

ENTRY DEADLINES
Badminton Doubles (M,W,CR) ................. Tuesday, November 24
BADMINTON DOUBLES

LANTZ POOL CLOSED!
Lantz Pool will be closed for Intercollegiate Swim Meets on the following dates: S
November 21 ; and Saturday, December 5.

REMINDl:R

--Men's, Women's and Mixed doubles competition.
Due to Intramural Water Basketball; the Lantz Pool will close at 8:30 p.m. Monday-Th
--Matches of best 2 out of 3 games to 11 points.
10/12 thru 11/19/92.
--Teams may choose a Monday or Tuesday evening tournament at 8 p.m. W i n n e r s 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
advance to Wednesday evening finals.
LIFEGUARDS/AQUA AEROBIC LEADERS WANTED!!
--Entry deadline is Tues., Nov. 24.
--Play begins Mon., Nov. 30 at 8 p.m. in the Lantz Fieldhouse.
The Division of Recreational Sports is now excepting applications for Lifeguards and

SRC FREE WEIGHT ROOM CLOSED
The Free Weight Area in the SRC will close at 3:30 p.m TODAY due to the
Intramural Powerlifting competition.

ATTENTION!!
All Men's and Women's Volleyball teams, league play will end Thursday, November
19 and play-offs will begins Monday, November 30 at 6:15 p.m. in the SRC. Have a
Great Thanksgiving and Good-Luck to all the teams in the play-offs!!

Exercise Leaders for holiday break and 1993 Spring Semester. Interested individuals shou
up an application at the Student Recreation Center Office, Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. till 4:30 p.

AEROBIC LEADERS NEEDED!
Anyone interested in becoming an aerobics leader for high impact, low impact, or step a
during the 1993 Spring Semester should pick up an application at the SRC Office, Mondays a.m. till 4:30 p.m. The Division of Recreational Sports will then hold tryouts on Wedn
December 9, at 7 p.m. in the SRC enclosed gym.
All participants trying out are asked to wear proper aerobic gear and shoes and have pre
brief warm-up, aerobic segment, and cool-down. For more information contact Nicole Long
Dvorak at 581-2821.

GET READY FOR PLAY-OFFS!!
All Men's and Women's teams wishing to practice will be able to reserve the Lantz
Decks. Teams may reserve the decks in one hour time blocks from 7-10 p.m., Monday
through Friday at the Ree Sports Office in the SRC Lobby. Reservations taken only in
person with a validated student l.D. Please note, space is subject to availability.

INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS!!
3 ON 3 BASKETBALL
SCHICK SUPER HOOP
MEN'S CHAMPION: CRAMPY JACKS
Roster: Scott Mccubbins, Bob Stelling, James Bunting, Gary Ryan.

WOMEN'S CHAMPIONS: FABULOUS FOUR
Roster: Alison Jurges, Susan Jurges, Liz Tweitmeyer, Beth Salvaggio.

NOTICE!! NOT ALLOWED!!
Books, Coats, or other carry-ins, which are not used to workout with, are not allowed (
tion will be made for any student who is using the SRC Lounge and TV Area) in the SRC.
use the locker along the wall, they are only $.25 for single usage. Please notice there wiU
$.50 retrieval fee for any items left in a locker without paying. Also, the old lockers outsi
Lantz Fitness Center are still in usage at a cost of $.10. The Division of Recreational Sports
responsible for any LOST OR STOLEN ITEMS.

THANKSGIVING FACILITY HOURS!!
Over Thanksgiving Break, the SRC and the Lantz facilities will be closing on Tu
November 24, starting 4:30 p.m. thru Sunday, November 29. We will reopen at 8 a.m. on M
November 30. All Aerobics and Aqua Aerobics are cancelled Tuesday, November 24. Lap
will be held on Tuesday, November 24 from 12-1 p.m. in Buzzard Pool but is cancelled forth
of the day. HAVE A HAPPY THANKSGIVING!!
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Basketball
Position by position picks in the expansion draft
Key

(7) Jerald Clark of
(9) Kevin Reimer of
(17) Alex Cole of

e- Colorado Rockies
- Florida Marlins

(2) Nigel Wilson of
(14) Chuck Carr of
(16) Darrell Whitmore of
(26) Jesus Tavarez of

(11) Eric Young 2B
(13) Jody Reed 2B

(22 Jeff Conine 1B

Rick Samuels
J

(1) David Nied rhp
(5) Darren Holmes rhp
_ (15) Scott Aldred lhp
(21) Willie Blair rhp
(25) Andy Ashby rhp

(4) Jose Martinez rhQ_
(8) Trevor Hoffman rhp
(10) Pat Rapp rhp
(12) Greg Hibbard lhp
(20) Bryan Harvey rhp
(24) Kip Yaughn rhp

(18) Eric Helfand C

•From page 12

blossomed into baseball's most successful
expansion franchise in recent times, reeling
st going down there and if I get a off 10 straight winning seasons.
In the second round, a few recognizable
save some games, I'm going to do
· b," Harvey said.
names were called out.
, 29, was the oldest player taken in
Florida selected pitchers Cris Carpenter,
und.
Scott Chiamparino, Armstrong, Edens and
Florida took 31-year-old pitchers Corsi and catcher Steve Decker, while
ns from Minnesota and Jim Corsi Colorado took pitchers Kevin Ritz and Butch
and.
Henry. Of 26 picks in the second round, 19
tent really wasn't to go with youth," were pitchers.
wner H.
The Rockies wound up with more veterans,
Huizenga said. "Remember, there·~ just as Seattle did when it picked with Toronto
to come." Maybe, butP,ombrow ki r in 1976. The Mariner10went 68-94 in their firsi
vice from Pat Gillick, general man- year - the exact same mark they had in 1992 e World Series champion Toronto and have managed only one winning season.
s, and was advised to draft young.
This is the first draft in which teams could
that strategy, which they employed choose players from both leagues. Also, this is
Nov. 5, 1976, the Blue Jays have

(ill

expected to be the first time that new clubs
sign free agents, as Colorado did with Andres
Galarraga on Monday.
Even so, the names that were picked
Tuesday may not resemble anything close to
the lineup that eventually wins for Colorado
and Florida. The Mets picked Gil Hodges,
Gus Bell, Roger Craig and Choo Choo
Coleman on Oct. 10, 1961, and none of them
were playing for New York in 1969 when it
won the World Series. That championship
club, managed by Hodges, marked the fastest
rise from none to No. 1 by an expansion franchiSe1n the modern era.
'
The best record by a first-year expansion
team in recent times was 70-91 in 1961 by the
Los Angeles Angels, led by Dean Chance and
Jim Fregosi.
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VERSITY
EATRE

Nov 18-21

Adults $6
or Citizens $5
hildren $5
Students $3
·versity Ticket Office
1-5 p.m. Monday
ugh Friday in the
a Fine Arts Center.

217)581-3110

eservations
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Denise Macey
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How Does Fast Food
Breakfast Strike YoQ?

Pagliai's Pizza
Free Delivery
Free Semi-thick Crust after 10 p.m. Everyday
Good With All Specials
Open daily 4 p.m.-1 a.m.
2 a.m. on weekends

345-3400
Unless stated below specials
not valid with any other offer

$7.95

$3.99

Large Thin
Single Item
and Qt. of
Coke

Small Pizza
when placed

After 10 p.m.
each additional
item .75(t

Every
Wednesday

$1 99 per order
Spaghetti
and
Garlic Bread

,.>{

! II ,~=Bucket •Y
Y ~t~S Night! Y
y5 Domestic Longnecks in an Icy Bucket! y
Your Choice Only $5/Refills $4 y
' Plus $2 Pitchers & 25<t Hot Dogs _
YBook Your Functions Now 345-9066 Y
I

(1$2

'
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• From page 12
The Panthers will tested this
season with what Samuels
believes is a tough schedule.
"Early the schedule is tough,"
Samuels said of home games
against University of Maine and
Southern
Illinois
University-Carbondale with
road games against the Purdue
Tournament, Indiana State, Cal
State Fullerton and the
University of Nebraska. "With a
young team, we can't measure
the early season in wins and
losses. What we have to measure is if we are learning every
game and improving every
game."
As far as the Mid-Continent
race is concerned, Samuels
believes Cleveland State,
Wright State and University of
Illinois-Chicago will be the
teams to catch.
"After that, it ought to be a
scramble to see who can be
competitive with those teams,"
Samuels said. "

If You're Tired of
Breakfast in a Styrofoam Box
Try What's Cookin' ~ext Time. ·
We fix It to order & even put It on a real plate.
'111-1! _..j,}

~

~

- ·11. •
wfl(U,4, UJOffUL;

' 116lffllllU!~

7th & Madison• Charleston• 345-7427
Carry Out Available

'

Few big names taken in ML expansion dr
NEW YORK (AP) - Bryan Harvey, Charlie Hayes and
Jack Armstrong were among the more prominent players
picked in the first two rounds Tuesday as the Colorado
Rockies and Florida Marlins began the expansion draft by
going in different directions.
Lee Smith, Danny Tartabull, Shawon Dunston and Jose
Lind, all mentioned in possible trade talks, were not selecteJ. Instead, Florida focused on minor leaguers at the start
while Colorado concentrated on lower-priced veterans.
But Marlins general manager Dave Dombrowski said he
still expected a half-dozen deals by the time the third and
final round was finished. There was a chance, for example,
that Jody Reed would be traded from Colorado to Los
Angeles and that Greg Hibbard might go from Florida to
the Chicago Cubs.
As expected, Atlanta pitching phenom David Nied was
the No. 1 overall choice by Colorado. Toronto outfield
prospect Nigel Wilson was taken next by the Marlins. It
figured that the two best teams would be tapped to start
stocking the National League clubs that might be the worst
in 1993.

After that, it was clear which way the Marlins and
Rockies· were going in the first round as they took turns
choosing players left off 15-man protected lists. Colorado
went for experience and Florida went with youth in baseball's first draft since Toronto and Seattle picked 16 years
ago, and.both avoided the available, high-priced talent.
There was mostly silence from the assembled general
managers and the fans from Florida and Colorado as the
picks were announced. The draft was held in the same
ballroom where the NFL draft is conducted each April, but
there were none of the crazed fans who curse and cheer
each pick from the balcony.
It was all business as the Rockies, looking for power
hitters to play at Mile High Stadium and experience ditchers to keep the ball down, loaded up right away on current
major leaguers.
Colorado's first 11 picks, including Hayes, Reed, Jerald
Clark, Kevin Reimer, Alex Cole, Darren Holmes and Joe
Girardi have all played in the majors. There was a chance,
however, that Reed and Reimer would be traded once the
draft was completed with each team having 36 players.

By KEITH FARROLL

Eastern's men's basketball
team will be looking to repeat its
accomplishments of last
season's
.-1 Ji·~..-~} ;flJ .i- -•
N~AA ToufI!ament appe11rance,
but a different cast of players and
a difficult schedule may make
things more complicated.
But coach Rick Samuels is
confident his young team will
mature despite starting practices
two weeks later than usual due to
an NCAA rule which was new
this year.
"I think we are in good
shape," Samuels said. "From a
coaching stand point, I've had to
progress faster than normal in
planting our system. Our guys
have picked it fairly well."
The Panthers will have to
replace four starters from last
year's team. The team's only
returning starter is junior center
Curtis Leib, who started in all 31
games last season.
"He's our starter until somebody beats him out," Samuels
said.
Senior Eric West may have
also earned a starting position.
"He's had some injury problems and if is not able to go full
speed, then we are going to have
look at someone else," Samuels
said.
Charleston native sophomore
Derrick Landrus may have found
a starting job from the solid
effort has displayed in the preseason.
"He has had great preseason,"
Samuels said. "He figures in the
starting line up either in the point
guard position or at the off-guard
position.
"After that, it's a scramble."
Samuels believes that the
early in the season the Panthers
are going to have play aggressive
learn the offense betteras the season goes on, while the defense
should be at full speed.
"The offense usually takes a
chemistry that has to be developed in games," Samuels said.
"The defense can be played
l': 1
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By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor
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Editor's note: This is the fourth
part in a series previewing the
Eastern women's basketball
team's Mid-Continent Conference opponents for the 1992-93
season.

Sports editor
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_Lady Raiders read
emerge as cnallen

Panthers
aim for
repeat year

I

Twelve of Colorado's 13 choices in the first
been in the big leagues, combining for a total
games in the majors. The average age of the R
rounders for opening day 1993 is 26. 7, and only
players will be 25 and under by then.
"Just throw a lot of sinkers and keep the b
advised Holmes, who pitched for Milwaukee'
Denver team last season.
The Marlins, meanwhile, began an immed"
movement.
Of Florida's 13 picks in the opening roun
have been in the majors, combining for 622 g
took 10 players who will be 25 and under by
for an average age of 24.6 on opening day.
The only odd name in the Marlins' lot was
led the American League with 46 saves in
missed most of the last year with an elbow ·
California Angels owed him $11.25 million~
three years.

~

JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer

Eastern's Steve Nichols watches 'as a shot goes in during practice
Tuesday afternoon at Lantz Gym. /Nichols was redshirted last season
and will look to get some playing/time this season for the Panthers.

immediately if we have a good
attitude."
Samuels has seen a positive
carry over from last year's
NCAA Tournament.
"Obviously our goal is to go
back to the tournament,"
Samuels said. "Our kids have a
renewed since of pride in the
program from the accomplishments last year. We understand
what it means to work hard to
achieve a goal like that."
Although the Panthers won
the Mid-Continent post season
tournament last year, that didn't
seem to matter in ~e preseason

polls this year. The Panthers
were picked sixth in the MidCon going into the season for the
obvious reason of losing so
many starters.
"We want to demonstrate that
we have a quality program and
that we have good players in our
program," Samuels said. "I'm
not surprised in our ranking in
preseason polls. We are basing
expectations on untested players.
But we are putting those expectations on what we think their
potential is."
• 9m,til}ue4 onpage 1/,
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This could finally be the year
that Wright State turns the corYingling is a 6-fo
ner and regains the winning
who led the team in
form it had in the mid-1980s.
The Lady Raiders return eight season, averaging 9.9
letterwinners from last year's 5.6 rebounds per con
squad, all of whom played a one of only two seni
major or minor role· on last sea- year's team. The othe
son's team. Wright State went forward Melanie Ta
only 8-20 last season but that will see substantial c
doubled its win total from the Taylor averaged 3.1
1990-91 season. This year coach two rebounds a gam
Terry Hall feels her team will son, but was nam
improve even more.
team's most improved
"We are continuing to rebuild
Sophomore guar
our program and are making ' ,• Bxinge.r \W\l:iS, \}\e seco
great strides on the court as well · scorer last season s
as in recruiting," said Hall, who . points a game.
is in her third year as coach of_.,~- Her specialty is sho
the Lady Raiders. "We have behind the three-p
more experience this year and Another guard is s
are looking to win at least 15 Shelly Meadio who
games and finish among the top over five points a
three in the conference."
rebounds a game.
If anyone can rebuild the .
The Lady Raiders
Wright State program, it is prob- regain the services
ably Hall. Hall has 15 years of Alig. She missed all
coaching experience at the son with a knee inj
Division I level. She lead scoring 6.1 points per
Louisville to several successful freshman year in 199
campaigns before moving on to
"We have better
Kentucky where she won 138 more depth at every
games in seven years and had this year," Hall said.
five trips to the NCAA tourna- play many different
ment. Hall then took three years ·tions, are stronger on
off from coaching before and handle the ball
becoming the coach of Wright open court."
State in 1990.
Wright State was
Aiding Hall in her quest to fourth place in t
turn the program around will be Continent Conference
sophomore guard/forward Lori poll put out by the c
Collins and senior center Peggy and voted on by co
Yingling. Collins was named to admini.strators.
the North Star Conference
Eastern has seen
Newcomer team after averaging Raiders only four ti
8.9 points and 7 .9 rebounds per history and beat them
game. Collins put up these num- The Lady Panthers
bers despite her relatively_short Wright State in Dayt
5.-foot. 9 qeigqt,
.. . Ith ~·again-at· home

side

,......oday
ACK AND WHITE
onthly feature that dises racial issues and misceptions on college cams and in the nation. This
th's topic: THE BLACK
EEK SYSTEM AND
ULD THEY HAVE
IR OWN.
E2

LCOLM X VS KING
0 IS MORE INFLUENL TODAY?
o preview of the Spike
Movie "Malcolm X."

e their problems.
E 5

I C AN-AME R ICAN
l'URAL CENTER.
re will the funding come
to save the crumbling
e?
E 4
LORING DIFFERENT
OSEXUALITY MISCEPTIONS.
sur-

. ATHERSPOON
IEWS THE NEW
BY BROWN ALBUM.
so takes a look at the new
ky Mark and the Funky
eh album "You Gotta
Movie goers prepare themselves for the release of "Malcolm X" the new movie by director Spike Lee .

MUCH MUCH MORE·
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Black & White:Should blacks have own greek syste
There are many questions surrounding the
black and white greek systems. What's the
difference? Why is there a seperate greek
system for blacks and whites? Do blacks
need a seperate greek system?
Well, being a member of a black fraternity,
I can say there are some major differences.
One major difference is the brother and sisterhood that is established in black greek
organizations. Black fraternities and sororities seem to try to create a bond between
their members and perspective members.
Years ago, black greeks were allowed to
have a pledge process for their perspective
members. Many thought the purpose was
just to beat pledgees and try to humiliate
them in public. Well, this is simply not true.
The purpose of a pledge proce!\S was ..
designed to create situations that would
allow the potential members to get to know
each other as well as the members who are
already a part of the organization better.
From what I've seen, white greeks as a
whole do not implement this idea. The idea
to create a lasting bond among members that
would allow them to work together better,
and maybe even establish lasting friendships.
Unlike some white greek organizations,
black fraternities and sororities do not
require to see a potential members' parents
income tax return. The white greek system is
very well established as far as money.
In fact, money is the main factor that
seperates the black and white greek systems.

Also the fact that
when the greek
system was first
established there
were no intentions
of letting blacks
become involved
any way.
Like black greek
0 r g an i z at i 0 n s,.
some white greeks

If you scratch a black
greek and you have a white
greek there is no difference
between the two.
Being in the situation I
am, I often get a chance to
hear candid discussions of
race from both sides of the
coin. Not to toot my own
horn .or hold myself up as a
living example for a perfectly Politically Correct
individual, but I have many
black friends, many of
whom are greek. Usually,
they are just as open and
blunt as any of my white
greek friends in terms of

provide service to
the community
but, it seems that
they may be more
geared toward the
social aspects of
gr~];< life: , .
,
,.. .
.
th~ir ~tti.~des to~ards ~a~e.
·.Black greek organizations were designed 1 -.. • I~ s~ems both fraternities and sorontie.s,
to provide c~mmunity service, and 'to
wliile brj.nging a ·sense of parneradeii,e to
students involved, also succeed in insulating
strenghthen the qualities of blacks in college
people from other ideas and opinions differby providing them a chance to join an orgaent from their own. A sense of close mindnization where they can learn leadership,
edness often occurs and the groups often
unity and business skills. Skills that would
slip into the backroom "old boys" network
stay with them for the rest of their lives.
that the media talks so much about.
There is indeed a need for seperate greek
But this time, it is the backroom "old
systems. Blacks need to establish something
boys" network, only it's greek style. While
of their own. The white greeks are very well
each side may maintain that there is some
established, their alumni contibutes a lot to
sort of drastic difference between the two
its undergraduate members, they contribute a
sides, nothing could be further from the
truth.
lot to their people, we need to start contributOn both sides of the color spectrum, the
ing to ours.
black and white greeks, although separate
Eldon Boyd, Minority TODAY senior editorial
through most of the year, actually share the

very parallel views. While you'll see
fraternity sit inside greek court andj
enforce the age-old minority stereo
group black fraternity members will
same thing enforcing strangely
steroetypes for whites.
At the same token, the stereot
stabbing that goes on between d.
sororities happens just as often i
greek as it does in the black.
This by no means labels all fra
and sororities on campus as a cen
the negativity on campus. Many
push for positive movement tow
unity. But alone with a few of the
even the more positive individuals
back into using the usual status qu
oypical rhetoric that currently is a
many people.
.
; There ar~, of course, many phy
·"material differen~es. befw.een the ,
and their organization's. Black org
are more traditional with each group
their own step dance and there see
tie between all the fraternities and
White greeks have more of an indiv'
where one fraternity can stand on
and not have as much of a connecti
other fraternitie~~m campus.
Nevertheless, attitudes between
organizations can often be stran
same especially when dealing with
of race.
Chris Seper, Minority TODAY staff

writer

Minority TODAY gets new editor in chief
He).lQ, Mi~ority,
T,O PAY
,.J .,,;
readers .
name is Jacenta
Wilson and 'I l~& thb ~e·;,; Editcif
in Chief of Minority TODAY.
I am a Journalism/ AfroStudies major from Springfield
and have worked for student
publications since I transferred
here last fall.
Minority TODAY is a big
responsibility in the sense that,
as minorities, our vokes need to
be heard in a way that is both
informative and enjoyable.
When this semester's first
issue of Minority TODAY came
out, some of you may have
noticed a change in the cover.
That was just the first of many
improvements to the paper and
we hope you will view future
changes as improvements too.
I have a strong desire to
include more graphics and photos in Minority TODAY because
I feel it helps pull it together
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and is visually pleasing to readers.
Most of our changes will
occur within the next few issues
and will be completed for our
second semester run.
We also would like have more
letters to the editor or guest
columists to speak on campus
problems and possible solutions
or whatever else comes to mind.
As a paper, Minority TODAY
is always looking for new writers, regardless of race. Some
prospective non-minority writers we've encountered thought
the word "Minority," in our title
excluded them. As a human
being, that offended me becaus•:'
no one has the right to discriminate against anyone. We are all
here to educate one another in as
many ways as possible.
My friend and ex-editor in
chief, Evette Pearson, told me
that getting people involved is

Feature ed
to request
readers in

time when there is nothing to
say... so where are the people?
.. ' For those who are afriud tfieycan 't express their views on
Hello Minority TODA
paper, please don't be afraid to ers. My name is Nicholl
come to me and ask for help. I I am a freshman jou
exist, solely at this paper, to put major.
forth your views.
I am from Wilkinsbu
At times we '11 print things in Pittsburgh, Pennsylv
that will make some of you mad.
Presently, my pos
At times you may feel we Minority TODAY is fea
'd
d
tor.
misse an event you wante to
Upon obtaining this
see in print. Please remember have many topics that
we always welcome input from like to present to my au ·
anyone - good or bad.
I want to share my
I look at my new job as a knowledge with my au
growing experience. This is urge the readers of
because there are many of you .Today to help our publi
out there I have not met, but use our staff as your tool
Jacenta Wilson
would like to. I also find it a · a message."
ref,re~JliI].g
chall~1_1g~ !O ·s~e jvst, :(~ · _If ;,t~rfe :~e ..an~ ...P<?Ssi
' _.. ......
""
'·
ideas on your mmd,
menacing at times. I have seen what I can do.
negative, let the Minori
Here we go!
how student input fluctuates
staff know.
from time to time and I think:
there is never an issue that can't Jacenta T. Wilson, Minority
Nicholl McGuire,
be addressed, there is never a TODAY Editor-in-Cheif

.

TODAY Features Editor

Work to end false stereotypes
Hello "Minority TODAY"
readers and greetings from your
new Edit Page Editor. My name
is Latonya Thomas and I am a
Journalism and Political Science
major.
My goals as Edit Page Editor
are simplistic and obtainable
with unity and support. My
request of you is this: volunteer,
support, oppose, dedicate, listen
and supply. As a minority you
are not obligated to volunteer but
also as a minority you are obligated to support. The cause: to
sufficiently represent minorities
on campus, to eliminate false
allegations of stereotypes we
endeavor and to unite for a single
cause.
Sure, most of you are saying

to yourself, "What can I do?"
Well, there are plenty of things
you, as minorities, can do.
For example, I know all of you
may have comments about
what's going on today! Well,
write it down and send it to "The
Daily Eastern News" c/o
"Minority TODAY."
I ask this of you simply
because I frequently hear some
of you complain of things you
see that you don't like and personally, from one who speaks the
truth, I find this an insult to my
intelligence! Do something about
it!
Chances are, if I were to do
something or write an editoral
that frequently causes controversies, I would receive only 50 ·per~

cent of your support! Why is
that?
My job requires a lot of work
and dedication; for this I ask that
you help make it enjoyable! Lord
knows, I love my people, but it is
up to all of us to make "Minority
TODAY" a success.
Stay involved and help solve
the problems we have on this
campus! The opinions and suggestions do help in our goal to
eliminate the false stereotypes
and to unite!
So, I come to you with this
request of unity and ask that you
take actions against untruths,
which, in turn, will bring us
together.

The Minority TODAY is a monthly publication of students
published as a supplement of the Daily Eastern News and
with Eastern's student chapter of NABJ, the National Ass
Black Journalists.
Editor in Chief................Jacenta Wilson
Managing Editor ............Evette Pearson
Edit page Editor .............Tonya Thomas
Features Editor ............... Nicholl McGuire
Copyeditor......................Caroline Morris
Photo Editor ................... Sarah Antonio
Staff writers ....................John Ferak, Keith Weatherspoon,
White, Eldon Boyd, Tyrone 3x Gray, Frank Gillette, Karen
Medina, Safiyya Gayton, Lori Rubenacher, Tamala Gant,
Ashby and Ms. Sista Sista.
Adviser ...........................Minabere Ibelema
Contributions,
suggestions, and letters are welcome from
Tonya Thomas, Minority TODAY" . .
the
campus
comtn't'
inity and readers.
Edit Page Editor
·

acist art can't be ignored any longer
ntion! News flash! Oh yeah
minority readers we are again
kened by another slap of
m! Oh, we get comfortable!
get too comfortable that we
w things to fly by without
g valuable notice!
ast weekend, something
ed my eyes to the racism I
everyday of my black life. I
a participant and a paying
mer to a well-known bar. I
I was black when I walked
knew I would be black when
ed out! However, curiosity
influenced my decision to go
·s predominately white bar!
was there for a few minutes
a friend of mine drew _my
ntion to a very disturbing ·
! The sign was entitled
MBO" and represented a
black male with extremely
e lips and huge facial fea. This indeed struck a nerve.
looked at this sign wit!i an
ssion of disbelief! I couia·
believe my eyes! Ever since I
a little girl my mother taught
at "SAMBO" was a derogadepiction of blacks and that
epresented how we were
ed as slaves!
as I going back in time? I
as if I were! I began to leave
the fear of reality on my
and there was another pie! It was a picture of another
·ction of a black man holding

a pitcher of beer.
Although this might represent
a drink, merely in a distasteful
way, I found it very offensive. It
hurt me to the point where the
anger fled with tears! I kept
thinking to myself, "How in the
hell can this be the 90's when
things of this nature exist".
It does not end there, I was so
emotionally disturbed by this picture that I pointed it out to a fellow African American. He
looked with a sense of disinterest
and turned his nose up and said
"so!"
What is wrong with us? Why
was there only a small portion of

would like to raise an issue
either has never been conor has been avoided. The
of why whites and blacks
gregated into different fra'es and sororities.
we all are supposedly creatually, why is ienot carried
ugh in th'e' "greek life" at
ern? We live ancf"'work
er in our society. I wonder
we cannot live and work
ther in our fraternities, and

sororities? There has been so
much controversy over the struggle of equality of whites and
blacks.
Doesn't it all seem like we are
taking two steps backwards from
our racial progress by having designated white and black Greek
houses. I don't know if this
arrangement of Greek life was a
pre-planned decision, or if it happened by chance.
Since we have already conquered the battle of prejudice I
feel that we should step back and

Tonya Thomas

us that took notice to this very
belittling sign! The other half was
too busy doing for their own! The
other half does not want to rattle
the waters of the racial sea!
When the employee of the bar
was confronted with this information, he informed a source that it
was merely art and that he sells it
everyday! He does not plan to
take the pictures down.
Although many students on
this campus may feel as if blacks
·always have something to complain, there is never a thought to
as if this is essentially a vital
issue or not! Yes! It is! SAMBO
is racist! It is a part of my past
that I, personally, want to keep in
the past.
Do we constantly bring up
ugly past subjects in other races!
No! When was the last time you
saw a picture of Hitler up on the
wall of a predominatly black bar!
Did he honestly think I would
walk away as my fellow confused
African American did? No, I
don't think so!
I end with this final vow that I
constantly remind my friends and
family, As long as I am alive, and
as long as I am black, I will never
subdue to the racism I see everyday of my black life. Wake up
and smell the discrimination!

Tonya Thomas , Minority TODAY
Edit Page Editor

take a second look on how the
Greek is arranged. Maybe this
change would be for the better!
Sincerely,
Christine K. Hammel

We welcome replies to our
editorials and letters . All
submissions are subject to
editorial approval and letters
that are to be printed have to
be signed or will not be
printed.

What does the word
Nubian mean today?
As black awareness improves
daily among Black-Americans, the
word "Nubian" always comes up.
What does Nubian mean?
First you must understand that
the original language has a big
i~~ what our words mean
.;>t6day.' So in order for you to under,,. stand what Nubian means, you
rriust first find out certain words.
Nubian is derived from Nubia
and Nubia from Nuba. Nuba
(NUWBA) is derived from the
Arabic word NUWBA.
NUWBA meaning a color
inclining to black, or as likened to a
nation of negroids called Nuba, the
plural of which is "Nubian" (from
Lan Arabic-English Lexicon.)
Nuba (NUWBA) was a son of
Cush who was the first son of Noah
Frank Gillette
(Gen 10:6). Nuba and his descenThey can also possess rounded
dants resided in Northern Sudan facial features, kinky or wavy hair,
and Southern Egypt which was light skin, and dark eyes as well as
called Nubia.
a combination of the first two.
We are Nubians because our
We are Nubian because it means
ancestors resided in an area called black.
Nubia.
We have been split up throughNext, you have to find out what out different parts of the world and
certian words mean in the original
mixed our seed.
language and how they relate to the
Certian people may lead you to
residence of our ancestors.
believe we are different because
Basically, you have to use the our brothers (Latinos, Malayans,
Arabic language and its dialects etc.) reside mainly in other parts of
(Hebrew, Syriac, Aramic, etc.) as a the world. The sooner all Nubians
legitimate family tree.
realize they are part of the Nubian
There is record in the bible that Nation by biph, the sooner we will
Noah's sons spoke in Arabic and its accomplishour goal.
dialects, you will see that these
If you have any doubt as who the
Nubians were black.
Nubians were, look at some ap.cient
.•Ham, (<;HA~, whose .descen" Chaldean arr 6t tl'i'e ~ittt oh 'thif walls
dants orginally resided in Eygpt-,
6f py~i9s in_,As~aIJ.' ~ ,. ~ .. ,,
means "Burnt Black'' ih Hebre\v.
. . Most Lad.n'o s and others are
Cush (KUWSH) in Arabic
starting to realize that they are
means "black" and "darkfaced" in Nubian. Also, black Americans are
Hebrew.
becoming aware of their fellow
On some old maps, you will Nubians. There was a "spell" put
notice that Ethiopia was once on our ancestors which was passed
called Kush and Africa was called down to our parents generation and
Sudan (meaning land of two blacks even ours. The reality of not knowin Arabic).
ing who we are and how we relate
Since Nubians have skin shades to history was the spell. Its purpose
(melanin) ranging from ivory to was to erase your history and culonyx, they were are more than just ture. That spell is being lifted in
black.
our minds as the truth is manifestLatinos, Koreans, Idonesians, ing quicker than ever. Knowledge
etc. are Nubians also.
of self is the key Nubians!
Nubian features include long
facial features, dark eyes, dark skin, Frank Gillett, Minority TODAY
and wavy or curly hair.
guest columnist
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Patricia McClure

Medina Ellis

Matthew Pepol

Jeanine Smith

Senior Psychology
Major

Junior Criminal Justice
Major

Senior Accounting
Major

Afro-American Studies
Major

No, people who need financial
'd can not get it because ofJami.....-.': - -·-

L ...

No, ft is t difficult to get financial aid, because you have to go
·::'·tfwough t&rrt<rtJY cha_nges.

No, a lot of people get financial
aid that don't need it, and though
who need it can't get· it. ·

.... -
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No , a lot of the people who are n
financial aid don't need it. Thoughs
who need t can't get it, that's a
• damn shame.
··
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The black house may be hurting
used as the African-American
Cultural Awareness Center since
the early 1970s, Farr said she is
worried the future (of the
Center) may not be so bright.
"We've heard the school
wants to buy the house," Farr
said. "I'm worried that because
there isn't enough parking
around on campus, the university may eventually tear it down."
Currently overseeing the
Awareness Center's house is
Jonetta Jones, director of minority affairs. C.C. Brinker formerly oversaw the house.
Farr said she is hoping new
Eastern President David Jorns
will be able to help out the
Center's cause for funding.
"We're waiting for (President
David) Jorns to get settled in his
office. What I'd like is for a
member from the BSU, the
HSU, another student from the
campu"s -and -'myself ·io get
together and write a proposal
asking if he could help in funding the Center in any way possible, maybe through student
fees," Farr said.
"We'd really like to impleKevin Killhoffer/staff photographer
ment
a lot more programs for
(above)The African-American Cultural Center is suffering from sever ·
structual problems. (Right) Rotting wood in the attic is not the only
problems facing the ailing Center.

the Center and the problem is
funding," Farr said. "The physical structure of the house is
deteriorating. Our current budget doesn't have much money
left. We have less than $500 and
we'd need around $3,000 just to
get started. But that'll help us
out."
Farr added the house has
more to offer than most students
probably think.
"The house has a nice library.
There are lots of books about
black history to enrich minority
students. We also have a computer with a printer, donated by
State Farm for people to work
on computer hardware."
Lee Evans, president of Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc., also
said the house definitely serves
a good purpose for Eastern.
"We (Phi Beta Sigma) use the
house for a lot of social meetings," Evans said. "We had an
ice cream social earlier in the
year with the Zetas (Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority Inc.). It's (the
house) mainly used for social
gatherings."
Evans noted if the house is in

ways it can go about g
funding.
"There are several wa
fundraising that can hel
and get the house fixe
Evans said. "We can pro
have some of the frate
help out, the BSU hopefu
raise money for the house.
Tyrone 3X Gray, gr
student, also had very
things to say about the C
Awareness Center.
"The house serves m
purposes," Gray said.
place to hang out, w
you're white or black, it
make a difference. You
there to just play board
or to study. The Muslims
for prayer serves," Gray
Gray said since the h
part of the university's pr
the university should do i
involving upkeep on the h
"It's university prope
not take care of it?" Gra
"In Greek Court, if th
problem with light bulbs
out, the university takes
it. The Center is there for
one."

Located right off Seventh
Street across from Old Main, the
Center is open for students daily
Many students may not from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday
realizetheAfrican-American through Friday
Cultural Center is not just avail"If people want to hold a
able to black students, but for meeting for their organization,
anybody who wants to stop in; the Center is definitely availthat's what Tonya Farr wants to able," Farr added. "I want the
inform -Easterfl'~ popullfti~n: ·~ · -ca'mt>us'fo kno'w the· C'uftural
''Th-e 'ptfrpo's~· <)!tlievCeriief is Awarenes s 'c enret is availabfo fo
that it's open to all ethnic all."
groups. I hope the title (AfricanFarr, a speech communicaAmerican) doesn't offend any- tions major, said she wanted to
one. I think too many people see stress the fact that the Center is
African-American and they having severe funding problems
think it's just for black students. and is in desperate need of help.
That's not the case," Farr said.
"The Student Activities
Farr also mentioned exactly (office) won't give us any
what the house is used for.
money for our programs," Farr
"The Center is for all stu- said. "We 're trying to impledents. It's a place just to go and ment programs for our students
relax. A lot of people come over and we don't have any money to
for lunch. You can also stop by do so."
Although the house has been
to study," Farr said.
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

. . . ?. .
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es a human sexuality course said the
most influential years of a person's life is
between birth and six years of age.
"During this period is where the child
Whenever homosexuals attempt to
assert their place and rights in main- starts to look at gender role modeling,"
stream society, an expected harsh Walker said.
She said the way a person is treated
denouncement quickly follows.
Such was the case in the formation of may play a factor in one becoming gay.
"One of the theories (on why people
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Allies
Union, which brought to the forefront at are gay) is ... for some men and women ...
Eastern gay bashing along with the per- the sociological theory. If people conpetuation of stereotypical myths concern- stantly say you are stupid, fat, and dumb
ing gays and gay life.
you may tend to believe it. But there isn't
However, people seldom take the time much empirical evidence to support that
to ponder why some people are homosex·- · theory."
ual or become gay.
Walker also said that some genetics
"I think the main misconception is a studies that have been done, found a new
lot of people think (gay life) is sexual anatomical difference between the brain
preference rather than sexual orienta- structure of homosexual men and that of
tion," said Ada Williams, a freshman heterosexual men, which may indicate
Spanish major and member of the new that sexual orientation may be purely
union.
biological.
"(Gay life) is not something that you
The study found that part of the brain,
choose it's something that you are," she the anterior commissure, to be 34 percent
said.
larger in homosexual males than in hetBarbara Walker, an associate profes- erosexual males. However, many of the
sor in tQ.e .H.e_alt.b•.D.~.partmeJJ.t .w.b.o..tj(l\Ch-... ,subjects were HIV positive and ended up
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Staff writer

dying of AIDS, causing the scientists to
question whether AIDS or homosexuality
affected brain size.
The reasoning behind the study was
that in males, this difference may somehow determine genality, but this theory
has not been proven.
In terms of humans, many of the hormone studies seeking proof that gay life
is due to a hormonal imbalance have
been inconclusive, but in a study with
gay women, lesbians had a higher percentage of the male hormone testosterone
in comparison to the female hormone
estrogen when compared to heterosexual
women, Walker said.
"(Sigmund) Freud believed people are
born with the capacity t() be bisexual,"
Walker said.
Another biological theory to why some
people are gay is that since there are
homosexual cats, dogs, sea horses and
other animals, homosexuality is not
something exclusive to Homosapieons,
which is why some researchers lean
toward the biological theory.
Another theory talks about the stress

factor in prenatal care. Anywhere
the second to fifth month of pre
stress could screw .up the horm
ance in the unborn child, Walker
"There have been cases where
was born without a penis or tes
said. "Earlier studies said if a mo
under severe stress, (the stress)
factor and may produce a horn
offspring."
Walker said this is possible
during the said period "all the
wirings in the brain of the fetus
ing together and also physiologi
of the fetus. However, there is n
genetic proof to this theory.
Walker said the homophobia
gay bashing such as the alleged
against members of the new unio
from ignorance.
"It is very common for you
adolescence to have same ~ex
ence. It's exploratory," Walker
think a lot of it is curiosity, e
adults. It doesn't necessarily m
are gay."
Continued on page 7

Mino

Dear Sista Sista,
Ooh girl, do I have jungle fever!
I recently started here at EIU..and
I've found myself attracted to a
white football player. I've never
dated a white guy before and neither have any of my close friends.
We've been talking on the phone
for afew weeks now and he's finally asked me out. All my friends say
I should stay away from him, what
do you thinkSista?
Signed,
Lost In The Jungle

Cox goes up for a shot during a pick up game at the Ree Center
this week.

anksgiving means time
to reunite and gorge
.

D~rLost,
,
Sista girl! i can surely sympathize with you on this very serious issue, but you definitely must
make a decision. Being at a predominately white university
should not turn your nose to
flour but I can see where there
could be an attraction. Be aware
to the possibility of subjecting
yourself to negative comments
and snide remarks if you follow
this path. But always remember
sista, you were black first! Do not
forget where you came from or
where you plan to go! Wesley
Snipes would agree!
Sincerely,
Sista Sista

DearSistaSista,
I have been dating my best

MEL,.l~SAA~HB)' ":':,,..t,.· Sji.g~~-·-~ !- ;. .• : .-,.~,-~ ·--:~._~;;. Jf~relP~-¥pap;]ohabout,;3 ; months.
Staff writer
1t s a favorite trad1t1on that on We, my best friend and I, have been
nksgiving, the time for
thanks for things we are
l for and enjoying a huge
ith family and friends.
what many Eastern stuare planning for their
giving.
ny students are going
to be with family and
this Thanksgiving.
going home and eating
low up," Kim Ostel'hleier,
more Journalism major
Hikes, Complex Director
rman Hall, said: "I am
home to be with fam\ly
'end".
es also said she will be
'ng a circus.
y students will be anxawaiting incoming relaho are spending the holiith them.
ave relatives coming in
dianapolis," said Renee
n, Math Major.
l Rios, Vice President of
panic Student Union said
relative coming in from
an and Tennessee.
Feinstein, a Freshman
y Relations major, like
other students will be
ng to visit relatives for
'days.
ill be going to Ohio to
y extended family so that
be exciting," Feinstein

Thanksgiving to enjoy huge
feasts' and many students have
their favorite Thanksgiving
foods.
"I would have to say my
favorite Thanksgiving foods
would be turkey and mashed
potatoes," Tiffany McCann,
Freshman Elementary Education
major said.
Fidel
Rios
and
Kim
Ostermeir both said their
favorite Thanksgiving food was
sweet potatoes.
Mary Porter, freshman
Environmental Biology major
said: "I would say my favorite
food for Thanksgiving is
Pumpkin Pie".
"I'm a cheese fa;atic,,'SO 1
would say my favorite food for
Thanksgiving is macaroni and
cheese," Hampton said
Eastern students have many
different reasons for giving
thanks this Thanksgiving season.
"I am thankful that my family
is all right and everything is
going Ok back home,"
Raymond
Elroy,
Junior
Marketing Major said.
Kim Ostermeier said: "I am
thankful that my boyfriend and I
are still together because we are
360 miles apart".
Tiffany Mccann said she is
thankful that she was able to go
to college.

friendsforoverayear. Theirrelationship took a turn for the worst
when she got pregnant. They both
were confused and upset about it,
so they stayed together, but that
was the biggest mistake.
She told me she was unhappy
and he said the same, that's when

he and I started to fall in love. I
don't want to loose him and I don't
want to loose her because she's my
best friend.
As a woman I feel as if she is
cheating me by holding on selfishly
to a dead relationship.
I'm tired of creeping around to
see him. I want to be with him anytime we choose. What do I do?!!
Thanks,
Trapped in a corner
Dear Trapped,
I cannot even lie about how I
am feeling about you! Damn! If
you and ole girl are best friends,
how in the hell can you even have
an attraction to the man she's
been dating!
But never the less, the situation
still stands! Come out of the closet (sound familiar), don't lie to
yourself and don't lie to yo girl! I
feel as though you are cheating
yourself if you don't!
But let me tell you this, guys
will come and go but friends are
supposed to be forever! Be willing to subdue yourself to the consequences!
Sincerely tired of creepers!
Sista Sista
Dear Sista Sista,
I have the frat dog fever. There is
a man on campus that makes my
body tingle, but all my girlfriends
· say he',s •ntJ good.-They keep 1elling
me he will love me and° leave me
faster than I can spell cheat.
I'm not just having one-sided
emotions because he has let me
know that he likes me too.
Should I go on my own or trust
my friends?
Sincerely,
In the dog house

TODAY

Dear In the house,
Well, it seems as though you do
have a problem, but let me fill
you in on a little secret! HE
AIN'T MARRIED! You're right,
there are precautions you must
take in every relationship, but I
think you need to have a little
talk with your girls! Find out if
they really know things by facts,
or is it exaggerated by jealousy.
Remember sista: you want this
man, you don't need him! If he
makes yo body tingle then I suggest you capture the moment and
live a little!
Sincerely looking for a tingle,
Sista Sista
Dear Sista Sista,
I had the opportunity to spend a
weekend away with the most
incredible guy. Now everyone at
work knows about the weekend!
We are both somewhat embarassed.
What do we do?
Sincerely,
Chicago Traveler
Dear Traveler
What is there to be
embarassed about! Tell the
employees at your work to get a
life and stop majoring in business! If you want to continue this
''incredible" relationship, continue to see this guy and follow your
he~! 1Do,,~t ~ ~ ~r .J;o.U! ..
Sincerely incredible
Sista Sista
If you'd like to write to Dear
Sista Sista mail or bring your
letter to Minority TODAY, 127
Buzzard Building
All letters are subject to
editorial approval.

Poetry_Corner
My Six Sons Are Prostitutes
My six sons are prostitutes
One works for Sears
He's been there for years
Another goes to school
So he won't be a fool
... ~ The third pays the cost
"'• · ~ T6 be called 'The Boss"
One's real sweei
He stays in the street
And then there's that one who is the executive type
Who's motto is "Shut up or fight"
The oldest, a geologist, works all alone
He works so far from home
Regardless as to what one does for a living
It's their body that they're giving
Prostitution is very lovely word
It means to work
Oh! have you heard:

.

~

Vinram S. Wade Bey

REGRET
Now it's just a blur,
But she left me brokenhearted and hurt.
Sad to say and to much regret,
She will cherish the first time we met.
She doesn't know it yet,
But it won't be long.
I'm willing to bet,
She's searching for Mr. Wrong.
Now that she wants to be mine,
But the shoe is on the other foot and I'll decline.
Like a dog without a bone,
She didn't realize what she had til it was gone.
Frank Nitti

Eternity
Its been three days since I last saw you.
Am I foolish or is it deja vu?
Am I hypnotized or just afflicted?
I'm flattered as you're joyfully addicted?
I refuse to suffer any longer.
Compare my heart to sunrise.
......
Waiting 1s like an eternity,
A budding flower,
Another minute,
Another hour.
Frank Nitti
On this day I give you birth
I am born and beauty surrounds me
The true essence of your birth is of
A very sweet and generous nature
I can not really walk straight,
With all the problems that surround my
world. Yes, my world...
Homeless people, starving children, and
Countries without independence
I can not sleep, I begin my search for
DEATH
I have to find a solution
I can feel the burden of this falling
WORLD
I feel the problems are all mine,
And there is no one to help me
Please! Please! Allah, give me guidance,
Am I to blame?
Or are we all to blame?
On this day, November 21, I give the world's
problems my
MIND
BODY
and
SOUL
Nubian Khallid (B.K.A. Tyrone 3X Gray)
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"You Gotta Believe" does just that
By Keith Weatherspoon
and Jacenta Wilson
Surprise, surprise! I was
definetly surprised.
"You Gotta Believe," the new
album from Marky Mark and
the Funky Bunch, will make
you believe, but you will
definetly question your judgement; if you are a hard-core
hip-hop fan.
Marky Mark and the Funky
Bunch come back as sophomores with some definite hardcore potential. The first release
from the album, the title cut,
slams with up beat funky drummer riffs emulating Ice Cube
and X Clan. On "Don't Ya
Sleep," he remindes you that he
is white, but definetly not
Vanilla Ice.
Marky Mark still falls into

that pop rap flavor in many of
other songs. "Gonna Have A
Good Time," sounds like a sub"urban teenage dance club
anthem.
The members of the Funky
Bunch D.J. T (Terry Yancey),
Scottie G, Hector Barrows, continued their tradition of laying
down a track on the album titled
"Ain't No Stoppin' The Funky
Bunch."
"We were on the road a lot
while Donnie (Wahlberg) was
recording this album," said
Marky Mark and the Funky
Bunch member D.J. T (Terry
Yancey), "So we didn't have as
much input on it."
His brother, the infamous
Donnie Wahlberg of the New
Kids on the Block fame, does a
good job producing and arranging the album, as well as

Ain't nobody humpin' aroun
ain't nobody makin' hits eith

including his guest vocals on
the songs," American Dream,"
and "Loungin' ," showing that
he and his brother are not just
over-marketed white boys from
Boston.
"When we start to tour this
month," Yancey said, "We (the
Funky Bunch) will do all the
raps that Donnie had performed
on the album."
"I won't be the DJ for the
group anymore, but I'll keep the
name," stated Yancey, "I will
concentrate more on the rapping
while we perform."
Yancey also stated that the
possibility of the Funky Bunch
putting out there own album.
Overall Marky Mark and the
Funky Bunch show they have
the lyrical experience and the
ability to appeal to the hardcore
hip-hop spectrum.

wants to do, I thought I w
tening to "My Perogative."
This is the nineties, baby!
in that case Bobby decides
more on this album, I mean
more. Stick to singing, Bro
His raps lack creativit
thought, like "As I release
er Brown batch of jams that
and you can't touch so sc
know you cram to unders
Ok?!?
This album is a lot like ·
smash album, but this al
lacks the smash. He doe
have a ballad that comes cl
"Rock Witcha' Ya," and I
see any songs, with the exc
of" Humpin Around," be'
successful as "Every Little
Even with Teddy Riley,
and Babyface and his be
by his side, "Bobby," w
Bobby Brown.

By Keith Weatherspoon
Staff writer
The Prince of Pop? Maybe so.
Bobby Brown is back from his
honeymoon and trying to New
Jack swing his way onto the top
forty pop charts. Bobby teams up
with the premier producer/ writers in the business, for his new
album; simply titled "Bobby."
Most of the songs on the
album are written and produced
by the creator of the New Jack
swing sound, Teddy Riley, also,
L.A. Reid and Babyface co-write
and produced the first release and
chartbuster," Humpin Around."
It has been awhile since
Bobby's last album and I was
expecting way too much, I guess.
This album definetly does not
hit the spot. In " Get Away," he
complains that everyone is in his
business and he can do what he

Black history focus of committee
Karen Adkins

air-brushed t-shirt with the
words "spread knowledge" in
the African colors of red, green
The idea of having Black and black.
History year round instead of
"The riddles were fairly simonly one month is a major goal ple. The weren't anything a perof the Black History committee son had to go out and do
of the Black Student Union, research for," Sherman said.
according to Black History
The Black History committee
comes up with ideas to decide
coordinator Ebony Sherman.
One attraction of the Black what will go into the bubble
History committee is the Black each month. The bubble for
history bubble in the walkway December will focus on the
of the Student Union.
spirit of Kwanzaa.
Each month the bubble conKwanzaa is considered to be
tain a display with a theme of similar to Christmas in that it is
Black History. The theme will the way Africans celebrate the
be change every month to Christmas season.
i!1C,!"\!ll~~. 1.--.~~.anck ,. . ,H_~st9JY....~ ...A!1 AJriU.:M ~ea,Q i!'.~Je , J.&1
JA..y'atenes's'! 1 '-" , J " • ·.v •J ' "' 1 ," ' ~JI 'a'rlbilrer project. planned by the
October's theme, "No matter committee. The bead sale will
what hand you are dealt, play to begin the first week of
win," was used as the theme to December and will be sold in
quiz passersby on the Black Coleman Hall.
explorer cards that were dis Last year the African beads
played in the bubble.
were made of clay, which has an
This theme was a spin off earth toned color, and painted.
from Columbus who discovered This year the beads are already
America. Instead, the committee colored and people can choose
chose to celebrate black explor- the colors they want their neckers. To attract people to the bub- laces to be and arrange the
ble, three riddles about the beads themselves.
The necklaces are priced
black explorers were asked and
three prizes were given away.
from $3 to $4 and the earrings,
The first place prize was an made of beads, range form $1 to
Staff writer

$5.
Since the committee is trying
to make an effect to express
Black History year around,
future projects include and
African scene in th BSU fashion
show in April; a game show;
and motivational workshops
dealing with black relations on
campus.
"African-American people
are always complaining about
not having any activities or programs on this campus that relate
to them.
Now that (committees) are
spending time and effort to help
accommodate their cultural
ne~sl , .,\X~ ,bop; t~yl' w,.\l\ ·il..Hl'!11~
and partiCipaii:e,'~ said- Shai:a.ri
Moore, a member of the Black
History Committee.
Sherman also added that programs sponsored by the Black
History Committee are not only
for black students.
"The reason we (committee)
feels it's necessary to have
Black History year around,"
Sherman said, "is so that the
campus as a whole can learn to
appreciate cultural differences
rather than simply tolerate them.

~

Wasting time
Brian Davis, sophomore Political Science, spends part
his Monday afternoon catching up on some video g
action in the Taylor hall lobby.
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Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. has done several projects to service the Charleston area. AKA worked with
Special Olympics and the United Way Blood Drive.
They have sponsored two Voter's Registration Drives
one which included the Student Government. AKA also
has an ongoing effort to distribute absentee ballots for
those students who live in the Chicago and Cook County
area.

The brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc. participated in a Car wash for AIDS research, cloths drive, sponsored child in Africa. Along with Sigma Phi Epsilon and
the Charleston community they'll be hosting the "Turkey
Harvest" in order to collect non-perishable food items.
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Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. participated in the
Democratic March for Change.
They assisted precinct leaders throughout the Carol
Mosely Braun Campaign, displayed a flower memorial in
recognition of AIDS awareness week.
Delta Sigma Theta collected donations for Sickle
Cell/Trick or Treat.
Distributed black arm bands in recognition of National
Red Ribbon Week, participated in a can food drive/clothes
drive for the Charleston food pantry/shelter homes.
~
Sigma Th_eta will be holding a Thanks giving din<I>B ~ nerDelta
for children .o f Big Brother/Big Sister along with
~E> Omega Psi Phi.

T

LrP

1<1>8
The men of Iota Phi Theta Fraternity Inc. attended the
22nd National meeting at Ball State University.

The men of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc. participated
in the Special Olympics, alcohol awareness.
They also and helped clean up the Afro-American
Cultural Center.
Phi Beta Sigma collected canned food for the needy of
Charleston. Also along with Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.
are helping to plan AIDS awareness week.
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its family to welcome all n
pletojointhestaff.
If you like to write sto
have a nose for news then
and see us.
Minority TODAY holds
every Thursday 5:30 i
Buzzard Building Mac Lab.
At these meetings we b ·
and plan stories for the u
publication.
We are also looking for
raphers. If you'd like to
tos, there are many assig
waiting for you if you jo
staff.
The current staff photo
are happy to assist anyone
interested.
Attention to all of those
itors out there. I you hate
up a paper and running in
takes and feel that you could
fix them, then there is also
job for you.
If you have read anything
that interests you than pl
by and see us. We are loc
the Buzzard Building.
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THELONIOUS
DINAH WASltl
ONE "WEEK
~:

·
Photo by David Lee/Warner Bros.
Im X (Denzel Washington) addresses an audience of Harlem residents outside the legendary Apollo Theatre in "Malcolm X," an epic historical drama directed by Spike Lee.

alcolm X and Spike Lee
pies of Taylor Hall panel
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer
th Spike Lee's hit movie "Malcolm

ally hitting the movie screen this
eber, what better time for a panel
ssion about the life in general of
lmX?
anel discussion was held Monday,
6 in the Taylor Hall Lobby~
Flynn, president of the Taylor Hall
ii, is responsible for organizing a
person panel that will field quesconcerning truths and myths about
lmX.
at we 're going to try to do is to
te lots of questions from the audihopefully around 10 to 12 can be
red," Flynn said.
panel was made up of four Eastern

faculty members. Roger Beck and Martin
Hardeman represented the history department. Sociology professor Craig Eckert
and Jinetta Jones, .director of minority
affairs, also were members of the panel.
"All of the panelists are older," Flynn
said. "Therefore, they are able to relate
to and give their views about Malcolm X.
They can answer questions concerning
the (Malcolm X) hat controv~~sy and.
also talk about the film by Spike Lee."
Flynn also said he believed this is one
topic Eastern students should be keenly
interested in.
"It's a very important issue (regarding
Malcolm X)," Flynn said .. "This is an
educational experience for all. He's an
enigma. More people should know about
Malcolm X besides knowing about
Martin Luther King Jr."

ys continued from page 4

Lee brings X to Iife
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

Spike Lee's movie "Malcolm X"
debuts at movie theaters across America
Nov. 18. Although there are many
myths surrounding the life of Malcolm
X, some may not be aware of the facts
co~cer~ing. one of the nation's political
v01c~s m his,to~r
,, .
.
. Spike Le~ s Ma}~ol~ - ~ : \s ~n e~ic
story of a person whose wor?s and
deeds changed the world and ultimately
declared that people of a_ll colors regar~Jes~ co~ld work and hve to_gether m
society if they.were of good will.
From the time Malcolm X burst onto
the public scene, articulating his radical
perspective on race relations and the
status of African-Americans in society,

X vs King who is leading todays youth ?

By NICHOLL A. MCGUIRE
terms o{ sex crime.s~ the from ignorance."
Features Editor
rity of sex crimes done to
"Usually the people who are
n are committed by hetero- homophobic cry the loudest.
Malcolm X has been portrayed
s, but the media exposes it These are the people who feel the
as
a militant leader by some
gay crime anci it's generalized most insecure about their sexualimembers
of our society and
gay people," Walker said.
ty. They may have had a (sameMartin
Luther
King has been porsex)
experience
earlier
in
their
life
Uiam~ ,arso: me.,Ytjo11~ qe
that gay people have an tha~~. feel uncomfortable about - traY.ed.as a man of pe~~e. ~ _.
I:
' Why 1s Malcolm X always
"ty problem.
'·
· '
now." , '·
,
perceived as being the violent
reotypes toward gay men
Stereotypes toward gay men
man of the two?
that "all gay men are out include that "all gay men are out
On Wednesday, November 18,
ii anybody and that they - to nail anybody and that they
the movie "Malcolm X" directed
care about relationships and don't care about relationships and
by Spike Lee will be coming out
people chose to be gay," she that people choose to be gay," she
said.
to a theater near you. The movie
"Most people (who are gay) say
documents Malcolm X's life as a
ost people (who are gay) say
that they have always felt different
child up until his death.
they always felt different and
and afraid," Walker said."
Some students at Eastern were
" Walker said."
Other myths include that a perasked to compare Malcolm X's
myths include that a per- son who is gay stays in bed all
beliefs with Martin Luther King's
who is gay stays in bed all day, and that when women act
beliefs.
and a man who is real ferni- masculine and men act feminine
"They both were for the same
is gay and a woman who is they are homosexual.
thing
desegregation," said Kevin
masculine is gay.
"The majority of people who
Evans,
senior graphic design
e majority of people who are gay, just to look at them you
major.
"There
is a difference
y, just to look at them you wouldn't know that they are gay,"
between
the
two
for integration.
Walker
said.
"People
are
people.
't know that they are gay,"
terms.of
(homophobia),
the
fear
Malcolm
had
his
own way he
, said. "People are peeple.
is
from
ignorance."
didn't
bother
to
compromise
with
of (homophobia), fear is
what he wanted to accomplish for
Black America. Martin was a
non-violent man he took the
peace, love and happiness
approach. He was willing to integrate with white America.
Tyrone 3X Gray, Eastern graduate, said, "To me, Martin and
Malcolm had the same bbjective ·
to uplift the black man. Martin
'·

II

-~,

~r&~-

the landscape of American social politics changed forever. Malcolm X crystallized the hopes and dreams of blacks.
He demanded human rights for AfricanAmericans during the tumultuous
decades of the 1950s and early 1960s
until his 1965 assassination in New
York at the age of 39.
Malcolm X made a lasting impression
on both his contemporaries and the gen.. erations i:o· follow , according to , a·
Warner Brothers press release. From the
time he was a poor child to the time he
schemed criminal to whiteberating
spokesperson for the Nation of Islam to
eloquent humanist espousing harmony,
Malcolm X and his .i deas touched the
lives of millions and have continued to
do so long after his death in 1965.

believed that we should all come
together. Martin was recessive
and submissive. Malcolm was
dominant. He was a man who
stood up for what he believed.
Malcolm X was a Muslim.
Muslims (teachings) never initiate viqlen<~.e . .We o1!1Y~ strike_out
~t peopJe unless ih~y- trilte,..,Qtit
first. (Malcolm's) plight as to·
uplift the black man."
Christa Buberel, a freshman
English major, said: "Martin
Luther King had more peace in
mind by the way he went about
(taking care) of the problems of
segregation. Malcolm X seemed
like he was more aggressive upon
entering jail. After he went
through jail he dealt with racism
in a more peaceful way, he
wasn't as violent as he was perceived to be."
Most adjectives use to describe
Malcolm X has always been negative in comparison with Martin
Luther King. Society's portrayal
of Malcolm X tends to be one of
violence as well as a threat to
white America.
In today's society the portrayal
of Malcolm X seems to be the
totally opposite of the past. Many
people are trying to send a message to ignorant individuals that
Malcolm X was just as positive
as Martin Luthet King.
"Malcolm X is a strong black

role model for young black men,"
Gray said . "He is portrayed as
one of the greatest leaders and
orators of our time. He should be
portrayed as someone who is positive and strong."
Other students feels neither
side, black nor white, knows
- what Malcolm X stood foi:. •Ther
feel whites have their own views
about Malcolm X and blacks
have theirs.
"There are two different perceptions of Malcolm," Evans
said. "Some whites really don't
care about what his views were
the old and new. The blacks perceive Malcolm as being a hero.
Both sides really don't know
what Malcolm was about."
Buberel said: "I think it was a
blur of what he stood for, I feel a
lot of people don't know enough
about him. People need to educate themselves on what he did
and what he stood for."
Some of the students feel
Malcolm X is a predominate figure of today's young people.
Other students feel with Spike
Lee's new movie arrival
"Malcolm X" he will finally gain
some recognition among all cultures and most of all both black
and white people will be educated about the man and his beliefs.

Continued on page 8
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HSU plans Latin
Awareness Wee
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Staff writer

The wheels are already turning
for Eastern's second annual Latino
Awareness Week.
"Right now we are starting to
work with the University Board's
Human Potential Committee to set
up some events for Latino
Awareness Week, which will be
March 1-5," said Karen Medina,
founder of the Hispanic Student
Union.
The Hispanic Student Union and
the Human Potential Committee
will co-sponsor Latino Awareness
Week.
Medina said the entire week will
center on activities and cultural
awareness of Latinos.
"We are trying to coordinate
speakers, cultural dancers and have
Latino performers entertain at the

University in honor of our
she said.
Medina said the Hi
Student Union has requ
Latino band and cultural
appear on campus as a part
week's festivities.
"Also, we are going to w
moving (Eastern 's)
Awareness Week to Septe
1993 because that month is
hispanic awareness month."
The week will be highli
a Keynote speaker who is
determined.
"We haven't completely
plans. We're still working
said Lisa Abston, human
committee coordinator.
Although Latino Aw
Week is still a good wa
Abston said they are pre ·
good turnout throughout the

Sarah Antonio/Photo Editor

Study Break
Brian Dean, sophomore Pre Dentistry major, Aliya Abdullah, junior undecided and Krista Marble, grad student take a study break Monday in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Mary Francis Berry to speak today
Elliott Peppers
Staff writer

The Women's Studies Council
is on the move again.
So far this semester, the group
has helped sponsor events such
as a film on the unrealistic portrayal of wom,en on MTV on
~ex. ~ (l. !h~Y h~~~ ~ ~~~ u~l
harassment teleconference,
"Confronting Sexual Harassment
on Campus" on Nov. 12.
Earlier in the semester, the
Women Studies Council held a
panel discussing women in
Politics.
"What we are looking forward
to is a whole month in March,
which we call Women 's History
and Awareness Month," said
Sharon Bartling, coordinator for
women studies Council.
"We are currently planing pro-

grams for the whole month. One
of the things we are really excited about is on Nov. 18, Civil
Rights advocate Mary Francis
Berry will be on campus," she
said.
-Also, the Women Studies
Council will sponsor another
panel on Women & Spirituality.
''.TlJ~ E>lle }V~ ~~cl ~a~i Y~fll' \Xfl~
so successful," Bartling said.
"We had four ministers from
churches. We just had a wonderful discussion."
Other events planed for the
month include the Women's
Music Folkfest.
" Women perform and play
musical instruments and sing,"
Barling said. "It's music by
women performed by women."
Bartling said the purpose of
the Women Studies Council is
"to try to celebrate the heritage

of women by bringing in famous
women in history and discussing
the skills and qualities of
women."
She said Eastern's Women
Studies Council has been celebrating Women's History and
Awareness Month for over 10
years. "It's a national event," she
saic:t.
She said they end of the
month generally. with a banquet
honoring women of achievement.
Bartling said the campus community receives Womens'
History & Awareness Month
well.
"We' ve had good campus
re sponse to our program. We
have people in the community
that come to our programs, so
we are really please," she said.

X continued from page 7
"Black youth pretty much agree, freshman with an undecided major,
from what little they know about said young black males look up to
Malcolm, that he took a stand on Malcolm because of his past.
black rights." said Evans.
"(The black males) realize that
Buberel said: "I feel that he is (Malcolm) had been through many
more of a mbdern role model now problems (in his past) and the males
than Martin is. Especially for kids (of today) can relate to them,"
in high school and college."
Smith said. (The black males)
Gray said: "Malcolm is a house- respect (Malcolm) for that (reason.)
hold name today like Martin was
Gray said: "Malcolm was an
10 or 15 years ago."
over all man. People respect him
In previous years Malcolm X because of his background.
was not as nearly recognized as he Malcolm used drugs, he was in jail
is today. One has to wonder what is and he stole. Martin was non of
the significance of a man today these things. That is why blacks (of
who died yesterday.
today) can relate to (Malcolm).
"If it wasn't for him I wouldn't
Evans said black males of today
be a Muslim now," said Gray. "The respect Malcolm for what they
new generation of young black choose to believe not for what the
males are so hyper they are out man stands for.
there. Malcolm has to be more of a
"Some young black males look
guide more so because of his radi- at Malcolm for being someone who
cal views. He represents more hates white people," Evans said. "A
blacks than before."
lot of young black males support
Evans said: "I think for the most him for a wrong belief."
part a lot of views need to be
Buberel said: "Maybe those
addressed. Malcolm's views make black males are tired of turning the
everyone stop and look at the injus- other cheek (to society.) They want
tices on the inside. There is a lot of change maybe they want to start
problems in society I just don't acting and getting a little aggressive
know how much is going to to show people that malcolm 's
change."
views are instilled in black males of
Some students feel young black today."
males look up to Malcolm for other
Everyone interviewed said they
reasons rather than for his beliefs.
had made plans to view Spike Lee's
Both~ and Tanika Smith~ a .• J1lo'lie .~'MalcolinX."

"I've made plans to view
Malcolm X over the Thanksgiving
vacation," said Amy Misner, a
freshman pre-veterinary medicine
major.
Everyone agreed the movie will
have some type of an affect on the
audience.
"I don't know what to expect,"
said Smith. "When you go to a
movie like that is tends to make
people angry."
Evans said: "It will educate people. I have faith in Spike Lee that
this movie will portray the full
story of Malcolm X. I think that it
will educate people. I think both
black and white will grow after seeing the film."
Buberel said: ''The only that the
movie could do is be positive. I
don't think that it will have a negative affect."
Gray said: "(The Malcolm X)
movie will have a tremendous
impact on the way people view
Malcolm as a whole."
Misner said: "Controversial people are just looking for something
to argue about. There is this guy in
my class who said he is going to
watch the movie because he knows
it's going to be controversial. He
said he was going to argue with
somebody just to get arise out of
tlletn."
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Power lifting
Monday in the Ree center (L to R) Tracy Fuller, Micheal Po
Kevin Gales take turns spotting eac.h_each other while bench p
. ;_,
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